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R Proclaims National Emergency
Cute And Cunning Quinn Twins
Hale and hearty Quinn twins, Shelia and Sha ron (or vice-versa) will be 7 months old Friday.They are the very identical daughters of Mr. and Mi's. J. W. Quinn, of Morgan Avenue. Shelia.
who, according to her mother, the former Margaret Richardson, it pictured on the right, weighed
6 pounds at birth and Sharon tipped the scales at 4 pounds. Shelia today weighs 16 pounds, still
holding a two-pound edge over Sharon, who now weighs 11 pounds. The Quinns also have another
daughter, 6-year-old Shirley.
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To Reach
Today the Leader goes to its
steadily growing list of subscrib-
ers in new dress, considered by
experts in typography to be the.
easiest on the eye and the most,
legible modern craftsmen have
created in the long arid honorable
history of printing.
For months the Leader has
pursued a close study of modern
type faces, with a view of making
the largest possible improvement
in the legibility and appearance'
of this newspaper. Finally, with!
the aid and advice of officials of
the Mergenthaler Linotype Co.,
we made our selection—and what,
you see in the Leader today is thei
result. We hope you will like it,1
for the change has been made
at considerable expense. ,
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Princeton Golfers
Will Compete To Aid
British
Princeton's Golf and Country
Club will hold a one-day handi-
cap tournament, June 5 or 6, in
cooperation with golf clubs of the
U. S. in a national appreciation of
4,000,000 American golfers of the
contribution made by the people
cf Great Britain to the same of
golf.
The national tournament is
sponsored by the British War Re-
lief Society, ard Robert T. Jones,
Jr., one of the greatest players of
all time, is national chairman.
James E. Coleman will be
chairman of the committee for
the Princeton club's tournament
and it ie anticipated 25 to 30 local
golfers will participate. Prizes
will be given for low net scores
and souvenirs bearing the British
War Relief emblem and a golf
ball, similarly marked, will be
given to each participant.
Circuit Court To
Convene Monday
Circuit court will convene here
Monday. June 7, in the court-
house auditorium with Circuit
Judge H. F. S. Bailey presiding.
Circuit Clerk Miss Leona Trader
said Wednesday a light docket
was in prospect. Totals of eleven
•quity cases and eight criminal
cases had been set, she said.
Mrs. George Hill is visiting her
daughter, Miss Margaret Hill, At-
lanta, Ga.
Legibility
The Leader's new body type is
Excelsior and the new type used
in headlines is Erbar.
In making type changes involv- •
ing Purgniglittwo_cew fonts of
Linotype matrices for the Lead-:
er's machine, two factors were of
paramount importance:
First, there was the question:
What type is easiest to read? The
answer to that was Erbar for,
headlines and Excelsior for body!
type. Explanation of this is Erbar
is what is known as sans-seraph'
type; which means it is simple in
design, has no fancy tips to its
letters, nothing to detract from
legibility, straight and trim.
Oculists have made tests of
types and it is their scientific de-




In addition to regular Memorial
Day ceremonies, when graves of
friends and relatives receive their
annual tokens el tneriwey and re-
spect, Princeton will have a Dec-
oration Day holiday tomorrow.
The entire business district will
be closed for the day with excep-
tion of a few concerns where
business must go on. Stores which
last week signed an agreement to
close Friday are Finkel's Fair
Store, Federated Store, Goldnam-
ers', McElroy's, L. H. Lowery,
Dick's Men Store, McCaslin Shoe
Store, Sula and Eliza Nall, Ben
Franklin, J. C. Penney Company,
Lillie F. Murphy, Mrs. Byron
Childress, Wood and McElfactrick
and Princeton Shoe Company.
Mrs. James Stegar
On W H 0 P Friday
For British Aid
--
WHOP radio station. Hopkins-
ville, has assigned five minutes,
at 4:30 o'clock Friday afternoon,
May 30, to the new Princeton
Bundles for Britain unit and Mrs.
James Stegar will fill the speak-
ing assignment, Mrs. Carl Sparks,
secretary, announced Tuesday.
All persons interested in aiding
Britain and i nthe local unit's et-
forts are asked to listen in on
WHOP at the time given above.
Will Attend Conference
Herman Brenda, Cobb; Stanley
DeBoe, Farmersville; C. A. Horn,
Princeton; Buell Moore, Kutta wa,
and Donald Orr, Fredonia, will
attend a State conference of
teechers of vocational agriculture
at Hardinsburg, June 2-4.
easiest of all upon the eye. Hence,
the Leader bought Erbar, best of
the sans-seraphs, for its, standard
headlines.
The Excelsierebodyetype, an 8-
point size set, for purposes of easy
reading, upon a 10-point slug, is
the most widely favored of all the
four members of the Linotype
legibility group, for setting the
body of a newspaper. Hence, .the
Leader bought Excelsior.
The Leader's new type will
make for a better looking, easy-
to read newspaper because it is
built to fit the eye's lowest re-
quirements, is straight, trim and
true, will not lend itself to bad
smearing.
Another guaranteed feature of








"The drought caused by lack of
Spring rainfall Is more severe
than I have ever seen it at this
season of the year," J. F. Graham,
Caldwell county agent, said Wed-
nesday, "and unless an adequate
amount of rainfalls within the
next month. Caldwell's 1941 crops
will be seriously injured."
Rainfall, the county agent said,
is approximately 11 inches short
of the average since last January.
The water supply all over the
county has been short, he said,
and early hay crops ,such as
alfalfa, clover and grass, are be-
low average yields.
Caldwell pastures are under-
going severe damage and are in
danger of proving inadequate if
the drought endures much longer,
Mr. Graham said. The county is
dryer now, according to Mr. Gra-
ham's records, than at any time
since the devastating drought of
1930. Dry Autumns occurred in
1939 and 1940 and a dry Spring
in 1936, Mr. Graham said, but no
droughts at this season of the
year are recorded.
Besides a threat of hay short-
age, tobacco is the most seriously
affected crop at the present time,
he ailid....aeshertage of plants and
dry ground hindering setting, icai
been a problem in this county the
last several weeks.
Princeton's water supply, which
was barely affected in 1930 and
the following dry years, may be
curtailed unless drought is re-
lieved, Mayor Lisman said Mon-
day. Hayes Spring, from which
Princeton's water comes, has nev-
er given much cause for alarm in
the past, Mayor Lisman said, but
at present shows indication that
Princetonians may have to guard
against excess use of water, he
said.
Men Will Register




News was received in Prince-
ton Monday of the promotion of
C. S. Collier, I. C. supervisor of
trains and track for the Evans-
ville district the last 2 years, to
lie train master, with headquar-
ters at Princeton.
Mr. Collier has been with the
Illinois Central System 24 years,
in the engineering and operating
departments, and has made him-
self widely popular in Princeton
business and social circles since
he has lived here.
Also announced is appointment
of J. H. Dame, Paducah, as track
supervisor, with headquarters at,
Princeton. The changes were an-
nounced as effective May 16. Mr.
Dame will move here with his
family immediately.
Made public at the same time
was the annual statement of I. C.
operations ei Caldwell county for
1940, as follows: Number of em-
ployes, 201; payroll, $343,e68; pur-




The American Guernsey Cattle
Club, Peterborough, N. H., re-
posts the sale of a registered
Guernsey hull by W. C. Sparks to
I. Logan Traylor, Fredonia. This
animal is Hearthstone Stephen
.239916.
The second draft registration
set for July 1 by President Roose-
velt will add the names of an
estimated 100 Caldwell couritians
who have become 21 years old
since last October 16, to the list
of potential soldiers, Marshall El-
dred, member of the local draft
board, said Wednesday. Number
of Kentuckians eligible for the
second registration was estimated
last week to be approximately
20,000. More than 1,600 men reg-
istered here in October.
Six more draftees for selective
service have been notified to ap-
pear for induction June 9, for the
first June contingent from Cald-
well county, draft headquarters
said this week. They are Ivan
Sutton, Rachel Curtis East, Ron-
ald Wilson Harper, Raymond K.




Members of the Caldwell Coun-
ty e;ame and Fish Protective As-
sociation will be entertained with
another motion picture show at
their monthly, meeting, Friday
night, June 6, at 7:30 o'clock at
the courthou3e. Skeet shooting,
target and exhibition shooting as
done by himself and other noted
experts will be shown in pictures
and described by Bill Atkins, a
well known salesman for an arms
company. Pictures of hunting
scenes aLso will be shown. The
public is invited.
Caldwell County's




Miss Loretta Ashley, pretty
blonde daughter of Mrs. Blain
Ashley, Princeton, won the
Strawberry Queen race in Cald-
well county by a margin of 124,-
000 votes, the County Extension
Department announced Tuesday.
She will compete for title of
Strawberry Queen at Paducah's
annual festival June 5, 6 and 7.
Miss Ashley is a student at Butler
and a flag carrier in the school
band.
Four Business Houses
Hit By Sunday Aft-
noon Blaze
Fire, originating in an alley
back of the Orange Building, N.
Harrison street, swept through
Newby's Grocery, Oliver's Barber
Shop, McConnell's Shoe Shop and
Seeley's Drug Store for an esti-
mated damage of $5,000 to build-
ing and contents early Sunday
afternoon.
Flames were discovered quick-
ly and were thought to have been
extinguished with small damage,
but broke out again soon after the
fire department left the scene.
Fire crept southward to the cor-
ner occupied by the drug store,
threatening almost the entire
block of business houses, before
being brought under control,
about mid-afternoon.
The building, of composition
veneer, was severely damaged
but except for a small portion of
the rear roof, did not collapse.
It was to have been razed soon
and a brick building erected in




Dr. H. L. Donovan, president-
elect of the University of Ken-
tucky and a member of the class
of 1914, has accepted the invita-
tion of Alumni Association Pres-
ident Thomas H. Cutler, Frank-
fort, to deliver the principal ad-
dress at the annual alumni ban-
quet to be held in the University
Student Union building Thursday
evening, June 5, as the highlight
en the program of alumni day
activities. Governor Keen John-
son, member of the class of 1922,
will be the banquet toastmaster
and will present the new presi-
dent to the alumni.
1 Mrs. C. S. Collier was a visitorin raduceh Monday.
Declares Armed




(Picture on Page 8)
(By Associated Press)
While minions of Americana
and other milli•ns throughout
the world listened Tuesday
night, . President Roosevelt
proclaimed to a record radio
audience that an "extreme
national emergency exists, re-
quiring the maximum
strengthening of our national
defenses to the limit of our
power and authority."
The President said, in part:
"As the President of a unit-
ed and determined people I
say solemnly—
"'We reassert the ancient
American doctrine of freedom
of the seas.
"'We reassert the solidarity of
the twenty-one American repub-
lics and the dominion of Canada
in the preservation of the inde-
pendence of the hemisphere .
" 'We have pledged material
support to the other democracies
of the world—and we will fulfill
that pledge.
" 'We in the Americas will de-
cide whether and when and
where our American interests are
attacked or our security threat-
ened.
" 'We are placing our armed
forces in strategic military posi-
tions.
" 'We will not hesitate to use
our armed forces to repel attack.
"'We reassure our abiding faith
in the vitality of our constitution-
al republic as a perpetual home
of freedom, of tolerance, and of
devotion to the word of God.'
"Heretofore, with profound
consciousness of my respdrisi-
bilities to my countrymen and to
my country's cause, I have to-
night issued a proclamation that
an unlimited national emergency
exists and requires the strength-
ening of our defense to the ex-
treme limit of our national power
and authority."
Following! the President's ad-
dress, which lasted 45 minutes,
radio and newspaper commenta-
tors from all sections of the na-
tion applauded the address and
said Mr. Roosevelt had "done
everything short of a declaration
of War, to bring into quick effect
fell force of the nation's purpose
to aid Britain and her allies.
Consensus of opinion, expressed
editorially Wednesday, was that
the United States is but a short
step from war, with the decision




C. F. Pasteur, J. E. Neel and
Conway Lacy, local representa-
tives of the Metropolitan Life In-
surance Company, attended a re-
gional conference of that organ-
ization in Louisville Friday, May
23.
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Dramatic News Event Is
Pictured In The Leader
Every week the Leader brings the world's BIG news
events to its readers in pictures through Associated Press
telephotos .. . This week's most dramatic news event, sinking
of the world's grsatest battleship, Britain's Hood, followed
quickly by destruction of the Nazi Bismarck, a torpedo from
which sent the Hood to its grave, is reflected in the AP'S
telephotos, on Page 5 today . . . Read the Leader for the
most complete news, picture and feature coverage offered by
any Kentucky small town newspaper. .447
.....mmoirboroorroo.
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Last week a congressman rose up in the
United States House of Representatives and
went to bat for country newspaper publish-
ers! And reading about it was almost too
much for this weak-minded addict of print-
er's ink.
"Publishers of country newspapers
should be paid for the space they devote to
defense activities," Congressman Carl T.
Curtis, of Nebraska, told his colleagues. He
read from a letter sent him by a constituent,
Will M. Maupin, editor of the Clay Center,
Nebr., Sun, suggesting that "nine-tenths of
the propaganda writers now on the Federal
payroll should he dispensed with and their
salaries used to pay for newspaper space in
country publications." Representative Cur-
tis' remarks were published in the Congres-
sional Record.
"There is a financial limitation to the
country editor's ability to express his patri-
otism," Maupin wrote. "Paper houses insist
upon being paid for their wares, printers
must be paid on the dot, presses stand idle
when the pressman is not paid and, strange
as. it seems, the editor and publisher and
their families must eat and there is a law
against appearing nude in public."
Free publicity reaching Editor Maupin's
desk the last week in March, the congressman
said, if set in 8-point type (which is the size
the Leader uses) would have required 31
pages of newspaper space.
. The congressman argued it is unfair to
ask country newspapers to donate or con-
tribute of their space "on any other basis
than the basis upon which all other work is
done in our defense program."
Well, well, well!
So the chief Gimme Boy of all the free
space grabbers, Uncle Sam, got himself told,
for once. And while it will avail nothing,
most likely, it comes like balm to a soul in
travail to know that one congressman had
the intestinal fortitude to speak up in meet-
ing on behalf of a downtrodden set of citi-
zens who are known, first and last, as the
biggesi suckers i the world for giving away
their only asset.
While Uncle Sam tosses around his (or
are they yours and mine?) billions, paying
plenty for space in high class magazines and
big town daily newspapers, he sends his vast
volume of space grabbing publicity to the
small town newspapers to be run free gratis;
and country editors Are unpatriotic if they
toss it in the waste basket, where most of it
goes at the Leader!
TRAFFIC REGULATION
IS CRYING NEED
Princeton, like many other growing and
hustling towns of its size, has come to the
stage of development where it needs, among
other things, traffic lights.
But, as also is the case with other needs
requiring cash outlay, Princeton cannot now
afford to buy the electric red, yellow and
green flashers which so greatly help to pre.
vent accidents and the even flow of steadily
increasing traffic upon busy downtown
streets.
Somerset, a city only slightly larger
than Princeton, had the same trouble; so
Patrolman Herbert Norfleet, local traffic of-
ficer, solved the problem. From a recent
issue of The Commonwealth, outstanding
weskly newspaper published at Somerset,
comes the following:
"Somerset's first traffic lights will be
used Saturday. Instead of the electric lights
a semi-fold type, using an oil lamp, will be
used. The light and 71/2 foot metal standard
and base were designed by Patrolman Her-
bert Norfleet and will be operated by hand
by the traffic officer. The light will be used
at the intersection of East Mt. Vernon and
Maple Streets. No left turns will be allowed
at this corner when the traffic is heavy. Due
to the greatly increased traffic on Mt. Ver-
non Street and the confusion that has re-
sulted therefrom the red and green traffic
light's need is keenly felt."
Many persons here are concerned about
various phases of Princeton's traffic problem.
The one-way street ordinance passed this
winter and finally made reasonably effective
by improved warning signs about the court-
house square, aided materially in removing
one of the most serious causes of downtown
congestion; but many other proven practices
must be adopted before Princeton's traffic
can be regulated to meet modern conditions.
While we are concerning ourselves about
whether trucks are to be permitted to do
business on the north side of Court Square,
instead of their operators having a regular
place from which to conduct their enter-
prises, it would be well for thoughtful citi-
zens to plan a new traffic ordinance which
would at least attempt to correct all the out-
moded customs of the horse and buggy era,
so as to make Princeton's business district
more accessible to all who wish to hold com-
merce therein, and to render residential dis-
tricts less subject to dangers of unrestricted
and unregulated motor traffic.
•
SOME SAFETY RECORDS
In a nation-wide traffic safety contest
for 1940, in which all 48 states and 1,281
cities participated, awards were announced
a few days ago by the National Safety Coun-
cil. The board of judges was headed by
Thomas H. MacDonald, commissioner of the
U. S. public roads administration.
Connecticutt had the best safety record
among the states, while Kansas City, Mo.,
and Dallas, Tex., tied for safety honors
among the cities. Other states winning high-
est awards in their respective geographical
groups were Oklahoma, Minnesota and Ore-
gon. Other cities standing highest in their
respective population groups were Washing-
ton, D. C., Chattanooga, Tenn., Lakewood, 0.,
Watertown, N. Y. and LaGrange Ill
An exceptional achievement to which
the judges called particular attention was
that of LaGrange, 111., 10,416 population,
which went through both 1939 and 1940
without a single motor vehicle traffic death.
As the judges pointed out, this record is all
the more remarkable because LaGrange is a
suburb of Chicago, and has to contend with
heavy metropolitan traffic in addition to that
which would ordinarily be encountered in a
city of its size.
Among the town's safety efforts com-
mended by the judges were the maintenance
of 11 policemen devoting full time to traffic
duty, safety patrols in every school and safe-
ty material supplied to all teachers, and the
whole-hearted cooperation of the local week-
ly newspaper, the LaGrange Citizen ,of which
W. W. LOOM if4, former president of the Na-
tional Editorial Association, is editor.
Lest We Forget
PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPS By G.
From the Governor himself Pen.
nyriler got the word last week-end
at Frankfort that the administra-
tion does not feel it should inter-
fere or take any part in county
political contests . . . So, while
some "friends" of the administra-
tion are claiming their candidates
for county offices are getting, or
will receive, support from the
State Democratic organization,
such claims are merely "wishful
thinking," in an effort to start the
ball rolling in the claimants' di-
rection.
•
As is but natural, the Governor
and his administration leaders have
preferences among the numerous
candidates for the Legislature,
since success of the administra-
tion's last two years depends in
large measure upon cooperation of
the General Assembly which meets
in January . . . But slates which
would place names of some candi-
dates for county offices with those
of favored candidates for the Leg-
islature and thus bring support of
the State' Democratic organization
are definitely NOT in the cards,
will not be countenanced by the
Frankfort leaders.
•
Jackie, feeling sorry for Fred
and Bob Taylor because they had
to gp to their music lessons, said
if he ever had to take any such, it
would be band lessons, because he.
would like to be in a band . . . As
who wouldn't provided it be snappy
organization like Butler High's?
Todd county, where Honey's old
borne is, becarne 52nd in Kentucky
to go "dry" recently . . . When
she lived there, it voted more than
500 "wet" . . . St. Pete, gimme
credit!
•
Tops in anything, like Carl
Sparks' dairy, brings spotlight of
good publicity to community:
which is one reason why Pennyriler
aspires to make the Leader best
small town newspaper in Kentucky
. . . With your help, this will be
done; and it won't take long.
•
So I lost the bicycle argument
at our house . . Larry, whose
ninth birthday fell upon May 27,
got his long-yearned for bike . . .
Clincher was, he has been riding
the Taylor boys' bicycles, and Bet
Linton's, so he might as well have
his own . . . Pennyriler expects
plenty of grey hair to show soon.
•
Johnny Graham is a tough mon-
key to beat on the golf course, Bill
Pickering told me recently.... Bill
said he blew a short putt, to make
it easier for the county agent . . .
Pennyriler could have told Bill,
M. P.
Johnny is tolerably hard to head,
in anything.
•
Henry Sevison is NOT a neo-
phyte gardener. .. Pennyriler took
a trip out the road and inspected
the banker's garden patch and
implements; ai/d it is first rate,
indicating this gent is experienced
and discriminating.
•
Henry's garden already has pro-
duced peas, beets, onions, straw-
berries and sweat . . . It bids fair
to yield lots of golden bantam corn,
beans, butter beans, salsify, chard,
cantaloupe, cabbage, blackberries,
raspberries and spinach ... I didn't
see any tomato plants; or any okra.
•
The rows in this garden are 50
feet long; and there are lots of
rows. Henry says he can work it
all in three hours. Which ought to
be a lesson to lawyers who think
they can raise garden stuff in any
appreciable amount working half-
hours, now and then. Pennyriler
might have known Banker Sevison,
having lived in Iowa and other big
agricultural states (and also on a
farm as a boy) would have a real
garden, if any.
•
But Marshall Eldred is some-
thing else again . . . He says he
missed his supper the other night
because he became so engrossed in
working his backyard patch . . . A
check by this reporter the same
evening indicated he might have
worked two short rows ...Am still
confident nothing, except maybe a
few tomatoes, which anybody can
raise, will come of this.
•
Interesting, and right prettily
adorned with flags (the flower
kind) is a sink-hole in the Sevison
front lawn . . . Rocky steps, some
natural and some put in, lead down
20 feet into the earth, and the soil
down there is so wet you can make
mud pies, if so minded, right now
. . . even with things still so very
dry everywhere else on farms
around here . . . Henry has been
digging this hole out, a little at a
time, determined to find out wheth-
er he has a cave or a spring . . .
Mrs. Sevison has planted the slopes
of this hole, which would make
swell fish-pond if it had any bot-
tom, with bright colored blooms
which present a very attractive
appearance.
• 
First race horse calendar Penny-
riler ever had came as a present
this week from a publicity feller
at Inglewood, California, where
llollywood Park racetrack is loca-
ted ... The horses run there from
May 23 to July 26; which ought to
be long enough for even the movie
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You can count on the Holly-
wood film colony to try almost
anything, at least once. The lat-
est is "formal evening shorts,"
worn to an hotel supper room in
Santa Monica, Calif., by Actress
Paulette Goddard (above). They
are of yellow crepe with floral
design in sequins and with
matching shirt - sleeved blouse.
Paulette thinks they have possi-
bilities as a style innovation. (AP
Telemat)
Billy and Mabel and Mr. and Mrs.
Woodrow Vaughn.
PERSONAL: Wonder when J.
E. Crider will make up his mind
between Princeton and Nash-
ville? Red-headed (the em-
phatically denies the color and I
can't see how) Virginia Satter-
eld is only 20 but seems definitely
set on nice young feller from
county . . . Neil' Sexton, type-
writer peddler from Kuttawa, has
eyes turned on spot now occupied
by Sam Ratliff, beside Adeline
Rowland . . . Her sister, Francis,
and Sue Giannini, also have heart
beats in that direction . . . Eddy-
vine . . . Which proves my point
that, everyday, Princeton is being
unjustly invaded by outsiders.
FLOWERS: To the organizations
here that are so earnestly. trying
to provide bundles for Brawn by
knitting or by arranging parties
that will bring a little cash for
materials . . . And are so modest
they object to individuals na
mes!
being used in news sketches.
GUESTSAYING: "If Prineain'i
were the Citadelof the South,
the home of a million 
million-
aires, e g f 
h
world, or the coming-true place
of all my dreams it couldn't 
look
any better to me than it 
does
now," said Harold Rudd, on
 re-
turn from turbulent coal 
war
zone.





200 training camps in the nation
now, with anywhere from 2,000
to 78,000 trainees each, and ac-
tually hundreds of new defense
plants.
Very few of these were located
with any serious consideration of
accessibility by highway. When
you need thousands of acres for
gun ranges and mass maneuvers,
you can't always pick and choose
your acreage. When you need
acres of plant space on railroads,
rivers and harbors, you can't
worry about the highways that
feed them.
When you have to put on big-
scale army maneuvers like those
held in the East two years ago; in
Louisiana and Texas last year;
and those scheduled to center in
Tennessee in May and June, you
can't decide on the site of opera-
tions solely on a basis of how
much private traffic you are go-
ing to disrupt.
Concerning these last you can
take the sweating and swearing
of hundreds of thousands of mo-
torists who already have been
through it and of .the several
states, counties and cities which
had to spend hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars repairing dam-
aged highway surfaces, broken-
down shoulder s, and rickety
bridges.
Down To cases
As for the camp and plant
areas, let me give you a few in-
dividual reports made to the
American Automobile Association
by army and navy officials and
y local motor clubs.
California, which prides itself
on its great highway system,
needs immediately about 300
miles of access roads, with an es-
timated construction cost it $28,-
600,000. At Camp San Luis Obis-
po, for example, traffic between
camp and the town already is
running to 5,000 cars a day and
increasing. At the Consolidated
Airplane factory, about 6,000 cars
of factory workers are parked in
fields adjoining a main-line ar-
tery. Think what happens when
shifts change and these 6,000 cars
pour at once onto an already busy.
highway. In other defense areas
in California, 2,000 cars an hour
have been clocked in a single
lane of two-lane traffic roads.
Between Chanute Field and
Champaign, III., 12 miles of one
of the state's most important
north and south highways (U. S.
No. 45) has become a traffic glut.
There are some 60,000 men in
training there and the highway is
a sub-standard 18-foot road, with
only two traffic lanes and poor
surfacing.
At Wilmington, Ill., 3,000 de-
fense workers commute daily to
Joliet—at times almost blacking
out traffic movement on 17 miles
1.of the famous U. S. Highway
• --
In the Norfolk. Va., area traffic
congestion is probably at its
worst anywhere and the local
]
motor club reports, "Defense au-
thorities here say that lack of
proper highways would make it
impossible to transfer aircraft
units from nearby military posts
to the navy yard within less t
han
You save at the 
store by taking full advantage
of bargain day specia
ls. You save in the kitchen
by serving leftovers 
days later "dressed up'' as
new dishes. You save th
ru Si.. years with the
famous General Flectric 
Thrift Unit which has
established an unsurpassed record 
for depend-
able performance and en
during economy.
• Beautifully styled all-stee
l cabinet
• Almost 12 sq. ft. she
lf area
• 8 pound ice making 
capacity
• Giant bottle storage 
zone
• Automatic interior li
ght
• G-E sealed-in-steel Thrift
 Unit
Preference! Tops In Performance!
Film Actress Anne Gwyne
(above) was the p...aaessor of a
new contract from the Universal!
studio calling for a star's build-
up. She got her movie start after





Vichy (iP)—The Algerian postal
administration is following the
lead of the mother country and
putting o u t one-franc stamps
with the image of Marshal Petain.
They will be like those on the
continent but with the framed
inscription "Postes d' Algerie"
added. A similar stamp of a dif-
ferent color will be issued later,
selling for five francs but good
for only one franc postage. The
four francs' difference will go for
relief to demobilized soldiers and
war prisoners.
several days. Traffic volume in






There used to be a form of
guide in Europe which was call-
ed, doubtless for want of a bet-
ter name, "Hand Me Down."
America has needed something
like it for a long time, and now
we have it.
It is a limber-backed book en-
titled "Where to Eat, Sleep and
Play in the U. S.. A." and it is
one book which I am certainly
competent to judge. Certain parts
of the country I know very well,
and these I have checked care-
fully. With only the most minor
exceptions, the recommendations
contained in this new guide are
excellent.
This is perhaps because the
book is non-commercial. It ac-
cepts no money from hotels, res-
taurants and entertainment spots;
the recommendations come from
travelers, friends and such like.
Later there will be more of them,
but even now most sections of the
United States are covered, and
travelers' indigestion is thus elim-
inated in hundreds of localities.
(Garden City; $1.50)
And three new state guides are
on this desk, all three excellent.
There is Michigan, especially use-
ful this summer because that
state, with its hundreds of lakes
and hundreds of miles of front-
age on the Great Lakes, is one of
the great American playgrounds.
The Writers' Project has as usual
covered the industrial and busi-
ness departments thoroughly. It
also has brought to the surface
most of the remarkably pictur-
esque background of this unusual
state. (Oxford; $3)
The same is true in a slightly
to 242 percent since 1940 and in ' different sense of the Alabama
the Hampton Roads area there guide. There the his
torical mat-
has been a 190 percent increase ter that continually cr
ops up
in traffic deaths over the first; deals largely with the War 
Be-
quarter of last year." I tween the States, and th
e indus-
In Florida the traffic situation l trial development is later. But
is also acute and an army colo-
nel at Camp Blanding is reported
as saying tha tall the heavy guns
and artillery are virtually prison-
ers at Camp Blanding due to poor
roads in that area."
These are typical cases, and
government and private road of-
ficials here assure me that they
may be multiplied hundreds of
times over torget a true picture
of what national defense is go-
ing to the highways of America.
Gastronomic
Arithmetic
Fort Lewis, Wash. (P)—If you
happen to be interested in the old
Napoleonic precept of a soldier's
activity on his stomach, here is a
commissary officer's compilation
of a buck private's average
monthly consumption:
Forty-five eggs, 25 cups milk,
cans of condensed milk, 14
pounds of beef, 3 pounds of fresh
pork, 11/2 pounds of bacon, 2
pounds of poultry, one pound of
fish, one-fourth quart of oysters,
3 pounds of butter, one-half
pound of cheese, one pint of ice
cream, 20 pounds of potatoes, 12
pounds of bread, 6 packages of
dry cereal, 3 pounds of coffee,
one pint of catsup, 11 pounds of
flour and one-half pint of beans.
A patent has been granted on
an automobile door with a peep-
hole near the bottom so that the
driver can see how close he is
parking to the curb.
the state has a distinct character
and the guide reflects this per-
fectly. (Richard R. Smith; $2.75)
Truth to tell, the Writers' Proj-
ect guide to Los Angeles is almost
as large as a state guide, and cov-
ers material quite as varied as if;
it were one. It might be sub-titled
"from old Spain to Samuel Gold-
wyn," with truth. The book ory
abounds in color, oddities and IL.P•
good sound history (Hastings; MADISONVILLE
Page 'Three
The College of Agricultur2 of
the University of Kentucky has
been renamed College of Agri-
culture and Home Economics, In
recognition of the work of the
department of home economics.
Under the guidance of Dr. Stade
Erikson, the enrollment of stu-
dents in home economics has in-
creased from 90 to 233. The de-
partment also is doing extensive
research work in nutrition.
The new chairman of the ani-
mal industry group in the Col-
lege of Agricultural and Home
Economics is Dr. W. P. Garrigus.
He succeeds Prof. E. S. Good,
who will retire July 1 after 33
years with the department.
More than 160,000 men have
applied for admittance to the
Australian air force in the last
year, that country's air depart-
ment announces.
AL thing to D INK
FOR REAL
REFRESHMENT
1. Nourishing — appe-
tizing —refreshing.
2. Made from the juice
of real fruits.
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NEVER BEFORE HAVE FORD DEAL/t1:. been in a posi-
tion to do quite so well by new car buyers a
s they
are now!
They're eager to trade—on the biggest Ford car
and the )nest Ford value ever offered!
Check that value! Check the passenger space of
the new 1941 Ford—greatest in its fie
ld. Check
comfort—an entirely new ride! Check safety—big-
gest hydraulic brakes of any car near its 
price!
Check economy—the Ford won first place in 
its
class in the 1941 Gilmore-Grand Canyo
n
Economy Run!
Check the great deal and drive the great car that
await you now at your Ford Dealer's!
SALES
BIG 1941 FORD !
If
FORD D000 Damns LEAGUE Boys and
girlk here iv your opportunity to win one o(
98 tint .... ity Scholarships for skillful dri•itair.
F or defeat write Ford Good Dri•ers League.








Stills Are Found In
Olney, Cave Creek,
Needmore Sections
Six liquor stills were taken and
about 4,000 gallons of mash de
-
stroyed in the Olney, Needmor
e
and Cave Creek sections of CaId
well county Wednesday, Thurs
day and Friday by Caldwell and
Federal Revenue officials. A to
-
tal of six arrests were made and
the violators taken to Hopkins
-
ville to face Federal charges.
Sheriff Micthell said that two
50-gallon stills were taken a
t
Patties Bluff near Olney W
ed-
nesday and William Winstead,
Eugene Fairless and Ralph Old
-
ham arrested. Thursday's hau
l
included two stills in the Cave
Creek community and arrest of
Delbert Jackson, David Key and
Carl Lacy, all residents of that
community.
Friday's raids resulted in de-
stroying of two mcil`e stills in the
Needmore community. No arrest
was made immediately but Sher-
iff Mitchell said that operators of
the stills in the Needmore section
were being sought and would
probably be arrested this week.
Participating in the raids be-
sides Sheriff Mitchell and 'Deputy
Dow Morse were Constable Del-
mar Shortt and Federal Agents
John Bays, William Greene, R. W.




By J. W. McChesney
Miss Lucille McNeely, student
at W. S. T. C., visited her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. McNeely, Sun-
day.
Rev. H. A. Egbert has returned
from a visit to his son, William
Morse, at Hawesville.
Stanley DeBoe called on J. W.
McChesney Monday morning.
They hived a nice swarm of bees.
Frank Asher and children. Mal-
colm and Lillian Ruth, and R. L.
Asher and daughter, Dorothy Lee,
attended a baseball game at Hop-
kinsville Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Byrch Kelly and
foster daughters, Margaret and
Jean Ann, of Owensboro, were




A number of friends gathered
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Leo-
nard Hillyard Sunday in honor o
f
Mr. Hillyard's 26th birthday, and
the third birthday of little Glen
-
dell Rowland.
At noun hour dinner was served
to the following: Miss Geneva
Hillyard, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Beal-
mer and children, N. 0. and Lon-
nie; Mrs. Martha Bealrner and
son, C. V.; Mr. and Mrs. Durell
a
Bealmer and sons, Denver and
Bennie; Mrs. Betty Matthews and
children, Ralph and Katherine;
Mrs. Nannie Cash and children,
Juanita, Lester, Dorothy, Betty,
Dixie and Glen; Mr. and Mrs. W.
M. Rowland and son, Richard
;
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rowland 
and
son, Glendall; Mr. and Mrs. Hen-
ry Hillyard and daughter, M
ar-
garet; Mrs. Dema Watson and
daughter, Eunice Harriet; Mr. and
Mrs. John Tosh, Mr. and Mrs
.
Bailey Harper and children Kath-
leen, Shirley and Alfred; Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Bealmer, Mr. 
and
Mrs. Robert Terrell and children
,
Carl, Gene and Mandy, Rose
lle,
and Dorothy; Mrs. Ted McNeely
Mrs. Dottie Williamson; Messrs
.
T. C. Bealmer, Frank Harris, J
ack
Hodges, Lillard Watson, Elino
r
Thomason, Finis Harper, Billy
Sherrill, Charles Harper and Mar
-
vin Hillyard; Misses Estabel and
Elizabeth Dalton, Verna Mary
Watson, Ellen Asher, Edith Thom
ason, and Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Halyard and son, Jerry.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Rowland
called on Mr. and Mrs. Hall Eg-
bert Sunday.
Misses Florene Jones and Ann
Lane spent Thursday night with
Miss Jonell Parent, Princeton.
Frank Asher and family and
Mrs. Byrch McChesney were vis
-
itors in Crittenden county Sun
-
day.
While planeing lumber last
Wednesday J. W. McChesney suf
-
fered loss of his left index finge
r
at the first joint. He is doin
g
nicely under the care of Dr. C. B.
Walker.
Misses Jonell and Laverne Pa-
rent, Princeton, spent the week-
end with Misses Ann and Rebecc
a
Lane.
Mrs. H. B. McChesney and son,
Walter, were visiting in this vi-
cinity Sunday.
Miss Belle Morse visited her
sister, Mrs. H. A. Egbert, Satur-
day.
HELP SUPPLY THE NEED FOR
MORE AND BETTER FARM NEEDS
The demand for higher livestock and poultry pr
oduction on
American farms means that better feeds are
 needed. Now
you have an opportunity to go to work for a co
mpany with
a 56-year history of manufacturing feed ingredien
ts the farm-
er needs but cannot raise. Today this company 
needs more
men in order to meet the demand for more feed 
of this type I
by farmers. Car necessary. Apply to the MOORMA
N MFG.
CO., Quincy, Ill., Box 211, and your inquiry w
ill receive I
prompt attention and a personal interview arrang
ed.
MAIL COUPON WITH YOUR NAME & ADDRESS TO
DAY!







And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your enter- 1





Louisville's newest and most cen-
trally located home-away-from-
home, in Kentucky's metroix)lis.
... Prices will oonform to your idea









Funeral services for Oak
ley
Dixon Lilly, 27, who wa
s drown-
ed in the L. & N. Ra
ilroad Lake
north of Barnsley, near 
Earling-
ton, Sunday around no
on, were
held Tuesday at M
adisonville.
Burial was at Slayden, 
Tenn.,
near Clarksville. •
The drowning victim wa
s a
brother to Doyle Lilly, soft 
drink
vendor at the Caldwell c
ounty
courthouse.
Observers of the drowning said
Lilly who was swimming in th
e
lake evidently suffered swimm
ers
cramps near the lakes center and
drowned in 15 feet of water 
be-
fore aid could reach him.
He had no survivors other than
his brother.
Woodwork Course To Be
Taught At Eastside
A course in woodwork will b•
taught at Eastside school from
6 to 9 o'clock each night begin-
ning as soon as a sufficient num-
ber of boys have enrolled. Frank
Gordon, who will be the teacher,
said Wednesday. The course is a
part of the National Defense
Training work and will be offer-
ed with no cost to enrollees, he
said.
Mrs. E. P. Franklin spent Mon-
day with Mrs. Robert Asher .
Council Balks
(Continped from Page 1)
"wink at activities carried on a
t
carnivals in order not to arres
t
most of the operators of us
ual
games of chance and other att
rac-
tive gambling setups," and t
hat
the amount of money paid 
the
city for licenses was small c
om-
pared to what was taken from
the populace in the course of s
ev-
eral days of a carnival's ope
ra-
tion.
Dr. Engelhardt said managers
of the Princeton baseball park
,
where carnivals usually go if re
-
fused admittance to the city, had
told him the place would not be
rented to any traveling show
during the last half of August. He
asked the city to fashion some
sort of ordinance completely pro-
tecting the Festival.
Mayor Lisman expressed him-
self as among those opposing ad-
mittance to carnivals. He said
the decision would probably be
rendered next Monday night but
did not say whether anything
would be done about carnivals at
other times.
William Pickering and Glenn
Farmer appeared before the
council asking that a portion of
Darby street, from the I. C. tracks
north for a block, be oiled to
.elinsinate dust in sumnem months,
Residents of the dfirtriVi have
agreed to bear expense of oiling
and the work will be done im-
mediately, Mayor Lisman said.
Princeton's water supply was
again pronounced free of pollu-
tion and with a low bacteria





Of 12 Attends 33rd
State Convention
A delegation of 12 P
rinceton-
ians attended the 33rd 
convention
of the Kentucky State 
Association
of B.P.O. Elks held 
Monday and




Elk Leader for 1940, 
presided
over the meeting which
 was at-
tended by about 250 
members
from all over the State.
Those attending from 
Princeton
included, besides Mr. 
Stevens,
William E. Jones, Mr. and 
Mrs.
Gus Kortrecht, Billy 
Gresham,
Bayless Stone, Iley McGough,
 Mr.
and Mrs. Willard Mitchell, 
Miss
Larue Stone and Mrs. Stevens.
 '
Principal speaker for the 
meet-
ing, which concluded Tues
day
night with a dance at the Irvin
Cobb Hotel roof garden, was H
on.
Bruce Campbell, former Grand
Exhalted Ruler of the Elks Lod
ge
St. Louis.
Mr. Stevens is succeeded a
s
president by Paul Smith, Coving-
ton.
Miss Margaret Hillyard, Farm-
ersville, spent Saturday night at
the home of her brother, Leo-
nard Hillyard and family.
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The Leader is authorised to an-
nounce the following oandidacies
for county offices, subject to the
decision of the voters of Cald-
well county in the primaries of
Saturday, Aug. 2, and the gen-















FOR COUNTY COURT CLERK :
Garland Quisenberry
Philip Stevens




Here Are Bargains That
SHOUT"BUY NOW"! (
ATOM
Compare the tone— the
ranyte—the price. Let your
own ears and eyes decide.
They'll convince you.
They'll tell you that this




• Built-in Anemia. No
osnardir aerial—no growled
• New Dyn•frower
Speedier • Powerful SM.
jerbeterodyne Cirruir •
New Streamlined Dial •
Airionsaiir Visioning Co.'
gird • A(-DC Oberation.
TOP ALLOWANCE— EASY 
TERMS
PORTASUI
RA D I O-P N ON OCIAIUMI
Combination )/3•50111--op•
erste. anywhere Oft bo,
ler.. Of Wont tureen,
—play• 10 and IS Inch
reconh—BmIl•in ticam-s.













J. G. Cothran, 
Minister
Sunday School at 
9:45; morn-
ing worship at 11, se
rmon theme:




evening worship at 7:
30. The or-




will be observed; p
rayer meeting
at 7:30 Wednesday 
evening.
You are cordially 
invited to
come and worship with 
us.
Vacation Bible school 
started




first day in this work
. There are
many things just now 
to prevent
boys and girls from 
coming with
us. Some are kept aw
ay because
of measles. Some are 
kept out
due to other things. 
We are ex-
pecting this to be a 
great time





W. Leroy Baker, Pastor
Sunday School, 9:95; E
pworth
League meetings at 6:30; 
prayer
service Wednesday, 7:30.
"Jesus: God and Man" will b
e
the subject for the sermon BUIS-.
day morning. There will NOT
 be
any preaching service Sun
day [




Regular services will be held at
the First Christian Church Sun-
day June 1 at the regular hours:
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m.; morn-,
ing worship at 10:55—including
the Lord's Supper and sermon;
evening worship at 7:30.
All members are urged to be
present at all services and hear
the Rev. Charles P. Brooks. Sup-
day is also Children's Day, and
the beginning of the Rev. Brooks'
pastorate with our church. The
public is cordially invited.
W. B. Davis, Chairman,
Pulpit and Worship Committee.
Thanks!
I wish to thank all my friends
for their efforts toward my
winning the Caldwell county
Strawberry Queen contest . . .
And those who saved ballots
for me during the campaign . .
And thanks, for all the -kind
words and good wishes for suc-
cess in Paducah next week.
Loretta Ashley.
The Terracing Demonstration
Contest for Caldwell county will
be held on Saturday, May 31, at
9 a.m. with teams from Farmers-
ville, Cobb and Butler 4-H Clubs
competing in the contest fo:
championship.
Decoration Day
- . fteW R
i
1 An size arrange-1
I merits, or we have:
i
I i! to make your own!
1 bouquets.
the items you need!
Thursda , Ma 19,
Wounded In Shooting
Mrs. R. R. EPPeilard (ab
ove) of Sacramento. Ky, ,
in Dayton, Ohio, when she and her husband had a gun bis
police following an alleged $1,700 robbery of a carnival
treasurer in a Dayton hotel. (Associated
 Press Ti
r
Cemetery Vases. 15c & 25c
\Vide Ribbon, 2 yds 25c
(All colors)







Prep. Arrangements 75c, up
Do not confuse with wax








'Til Noon, May 30
NOW IS THE TIME
To Replenish
Summer Ward
We have the garments that y
enjoy the hot summer days ..
Seersuckers, Sheers, Chambray,
(all sizes), Play Suits and Slat:
See our hill' of
BATHING SUITS
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they wiggled toes, or
responded to tiny pin 
By. Morg
touches with a camel s-
, or odors like lemon or
Wagner lists the seven
*follows:
baby is sound asleep.
absolutely quiet, and he
very, very regularly.
baby looks exactly as in
me, but his breathing is
irregular.
is still very quiet, and his
eyelids are motionless,
begins to make slight body
-ti, such as a stir of his
is now half way between
sleep and complete walk-
Be is either very quiet or
news slight body move-
is in stage three, and his
now begin to move occa-
.
movements are now
to the eyelid movements
slight body stirring.
baby is generally active,
his eyes are still closed,
etuaby shows both eyelid
movements.
snow wide awake, for at
eyes are open.
Wagner found that the
infant spends 3 hours
24 in stage one, when he
soundly asleep. and 10
a stir seven, wide awake.
itinah Short
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N y..—Don't worry It
rn son or daughter
in to sleep soundly
A recent study has
• they actually sleep
y about three hours
lingo have been an-
Dr. Isabelle Wagner,
, psychology and edu-
sell Sage College.
4 to Dr. Wagner, na-
t equire that new-
should sleep most of
sornt• parents expect.
it is easy to believe they
mg nearly all the time,
can give clear °vi-
a wakefulness only by
g But the experiments
ed out in the psychology
ry at University Hospital,
it University, show that
of merely two stages ot
and not crying, there are
ges for newborn infants,
widest sleep to complete
v ZOO Studied
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ne, but his breathing is
irregular.
is still very quiet, and his
d eyelids are motionless,
begins to make slight body
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sleep and complete wak-
e is either very quiet or
ows slight body move-
s in stage three, and his
now begin to move occa-
t.utli movements are now
to the eyelid movements
e slight body stirring.
e baby is generally active,
his eyes are still closed,'
aually shows both eyelid:
Uth :110 VOITIC nts.
is now wide awake, for at
eyes are open.
Wagner found that the
rn miant spends S hours
24 in stage one, when he
t soundly asleep. and 10
in stage seven, wide awake.
Intervals Short





alums white new General
SW Wseher st this ree-
l°. Prior!• Dos's delay.
Yourself this 'wonderful
G-E washer and rash is
di. big wwwag. Coale saw
"b." soda',- -or phone
bur • free demonstration.
The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Ky,
Britain; Germany Lose Largest Battleships
This is the giant British battle cruiser Hood, Britain's mightiest warship, as she looked befve
the war. The British admiralty admitted loss of the Hood and the probable loss of nearly all of
her 1,541 officers and men, after Germany claimed its sinking in an engagement off Greenland
with the new Nazi battleship Bismarck. The British said the Hood "received an unlucky hit in a
magazine and blew up" and that the Birmarck also "has received damage." (AP Telemat)
Experts Hope Brakes Will
Work To Curb Inflation
By Morgan M. Beatty ! Washington, prescribes heavy
Associated Press Feature Writer
Washington—The Treasury ex-
perts who planned the scheme'
now before Congress to raise $3,-
500,000,000 in new defense taxes 1
next year hope they also are
building a set of brakes against,
inflation.
The theory is that inflation'
happens when pesple have lots of
money to spend. The more things
they buy, the scarcer things get..
The scarcer things get, the higher!
go prices. Then the people's'
money won't buy so muen, but
prices tend to remain high—they
are "inflated."
A noted British economist,,
John Maynard Keynes, now ml
does not sleep soundly the three
hours in succession, nor stay wide
awake 10 hours at a stretch. In
the hospital he is fed every three
or four hours, and has to wake up
long enough for this. But, Dr.
Wagner adds, he dozes off be-
tween times, and may even go'
sound asleep two or three times'
between feedings. The longest'
period cf complete sleep recorded,
lasted just 24 minutes.
Dr. Wagner says adults are;
more like infants in their sleep I
than they realize. None can be
proved to be wide awake every
minute of the day. When adults
go to sleep they stir at least once
very ten minutes, she says.
PIATURIG
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taxes in boom times to prevent
people from spending enough to
cause inflation. In times of de-
pression he recommends buying
power be brought up by public
spending. Some economic experts
here say the Treasury tax plan
is an American version of Key-
nes' plan.
In any case, the defense spend-
ing boons makes the experts feel
it is imperative that Congress
plan against inflation. Prices are
definitely on the upgrade, and
the threat is doubled now that
defense contractors are bidding
for raw materials and ships are
scarce to carry many of the
things we need from foreign
lands. There's danger of panicky
buying under those circum-
stances.
The Treasury people made their
tax plans with one eye on the
national income, barometer of
prosperity—or lack of it. The na-
tional income is the sum of all
our incomes.
Experts estimate the 1941 na-
tional income at around $85,000,-
000,000—beyond the high water
mark of ,1929. Next year they ex-
pect it to go still higher.
This increase will be a tempta-
tion to every citizen who gets his
little bit of it to go out and buy
his head off, especially in these
times when installment buying is
Sheep Improvers
Meet In. Kentucky
Kentucky's fame in producing
spring lambs brought representa-
tives of the sheep industry in 10
states to a -native" iamb confer-
ence at the University of Ken-
tucky. State departments of agri-
culture, colleges of agriculture,
meat packers, stockyards com-
panies, co-operative marketing
agencies, railroads and the United
States Department of Agriculture
were represented in the attend-
ance. All wanted to learn how
Kentucky raises lambs.
After two days of discussions,
the visitors made a tour of flocks
in Fayette, Bourbon and Clark
counties.
The neiv 35,000-ton battleship Bismarck (
above) looked like at its launching in 1939. The Bis-
marck, after firing on and destroying the mighty British bat
tle cruiser, Hood, in an engagement be.
tween Iceland and Greenland, was destroyed Mond
ay morning by the British ship, Prince of Wales,
British said the Bismarck was caught up with
 and sunk by aerial torpedoes and shells after several




Bern, Switzerland (IP) — The
Swiss are looking for an ersatz
for an ersatz.
Wood is ersatz for gasoline
which is virtually unavailable
here under wartime conditions.
But the use of wood as fuel has
increased because of coal short-
age and Switzerland's forests are
rapidly being depleted.
Hence the federal council has
passed a bill requiring a state ex-





New York 0'1—Vicki Vole, ra-
dio actress, took her dog with
her to the studio where "Mr. Dis-
trict Attorney," in which she
plays a featured role, was being
The annual number of pneu- recorded.
monia cases in the United States The script required her to
is about 500,000. Before introduc- cream for help. She did, and her
tion of sulfanilamide, about -60,- pet leaped in and took a nip at
000 were fatal. Keenan Wynn. playing the vil-I
so easy. .
The question as the Treasury
men saw it was to figure out how
to keep increased income from
rocking the financial boat.
First, they agreed they could I
grab off that $3,500,000,000 in ex-
tra taxes. If the government tax-
es your money away from you.
you can't spend it.
Next, the Treasury is going into
the big money market and bor-
row $6,000,000.000 from banks, in-
surance companies, etc., who re-
ceived it from you. U the gov-
ernment borrows your money,
you can't spend it.
Finally, the Treasury experts
as-sump tiNat many people will in-
vest Large sums of money in de-
fense industries.
All this sounds as pat as pie,
but it is not pat. The Treasury
planners know they're figuring
on paper, that anything could
come along and scramble their
figures. Besides, they are fearful
the new income tax rates won't
take much money from the pock-
ets of low-triage earners.
So don't be surprised next fall
and winter if you hear talk about
a brand new proposal to brake
inflation. Most economists now
call this possible new brake
"foroed saving." It might be
traveling under another name by
neat )ear, but the idea is this:
On pay day the government
steps in and takes, say 15 percent
of your pay check and nand you
over a receipt The receipt may
be in the form of a bond, a note
or what-have-you. It is not nego-
tiable. You can't use it for
money.
The government says "We'll
pay this back when the emergen-
cy is over."
rince ton Lumber Co. were making you save money
Their idea would be that they
against the rainy day that inevi-
tably follows a boom, especially
==r-  9 wartime boom.
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lists. Fortunately it bit more
trouser than Wynn, but the rec-
ord was a total loss.
Automobile Drafted
As Exterminator
Columbia, Mo. (A")—Geo. Jones
of Missouri University College of
Agriculture reports that the use
of automobile exhaust fumes to
exterminate rodents is becoming
increasingly popular with farm-
ers.
The exhaust pipe of a gasoline
motor is connected with a garden
hose and the other end placed in
the tunnel or hole used by rats.
The opening around the hose
then is stuffed with rags to close
it tightly and the engine is start-
ed. Exit the rodents.
Gopher Gardener
Noble, Okla. (A')—When a hill-
side near Mrs. J. C. Rosenberger's
home burst into bloom unexpect-
edly she decided to investigate.
She found tulip bulbs had been
carried to the hill from her gar-
den 'oy gophers and buried just





way line running from Kunmind
25 miles to the southwest is °per.
ating "air raid excursions" which
start whenever Japanese planee
approach the city.
For less than an American cent,
city dwellers are carried to the
countryside. They detrain and
scatter over the landscape, visit"
ing temples or resting until the
raid is over.
The train also "scatters" itself





but the newly-born daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. David Cabera of
Pueblo won't celebrate theit
birthdays on the same day.
The first was born at 9:05 a.nt..
on Saturday but the second didn't
arrive until 27 hours later—about
noon Sunday.
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Your PLACE OF BUSINESS For
We have just contracted for
U.S. AIR CONDITIONING CORP'S.
full line
Call us for full particulars and demonstrations.
We will have two units on displav in our show-room in a week






Mrs Ragon Cummins was host-
ess to the Friendship Homemak-
ers Club Thursday afternoon. The
meeting was called to order by
the president, Mrs. J. W. Crowe.
The roll call was answered with
'Why is Education an Important
Element for Happiness?" Mes-
dames Clyde Morris, Leon Cum-
mins and Wesley Skew were en-
rolled as new members.
The major project "Decorative
Boxes" was demonstrated by the
home management leaders, Mrs.
Bud Scott and Mrs. Deanion Bat-
es. The club adjourned to meet
June 19, with Mrs. Harold Smith.
Refreshments were served to
the following members: Mes-
dames Deamon Morris, Harold
Smith, Ragon Cummins, Floyd
Bunter, Herman Oliver, Bud
Scott, J. W. Crows, Orville Bates,
Clyde Morris, Leon Cummins and
Wesley Skees. Misses Eva Mor-
ris, Fern Smith and Florence
Oliver were visitors.
OTTER POND
Mrs. Guy Shoulders' was host-
ess to the Otter :Pond Homemak-
ers Tuesday, May 20. Twelve
members and four visitors were
present. Mrs. Ray B. Martin, club
president, presided.
During business session "Citi-
zenship Goals" were given by
Mrs. Ferd Wadlington. Plans
were made for the club tour
June 17. Mrs. Claude McConnell
and Mrs. L B. Simla illustrated
the making of decorative boxes
for storage. Miss Scrugham gave
as the minor lesson "Food for De-
fense." A poem "'Contentment"
was read by Mrs. Jimmie Mitch-
ell. Singing was led by Miss Rob-
bie Sims after which Mrs. Claude
McConnell dismissed the club
with prayer.
Those present were: Mesdames
B. Sims, P. J. Blackburn, Guy
Shoulders, Claude McConnell,
Ferd Wadlington, William Craw-
ford, George Martin, W. S. Den-
ham, Jimmie Mitchell, Ray Mar-
tin, Misses Robbie Sims, Lucy M.
Mashburn; visitors: Mrs. Ed.
Smith, Mrs. Thomas Sharp, Miss
Nancy Scrugham, and Miss Eve-
lyn Crawford.
CADIZ ROAD
The Cadiz Road Homemakers
held their regular meeting last
Thursday at the home of Mrs.
Connie Davis. The meeting was
called to order by Chairman Mrs.
Harold McGowan. After prayer,
roll call and business session, the
meeting was turned over to Mrs.
'W. P. Oldham, home management
leader, who gave an interesting
demonstration of making of aids
for orderliness in the home. Miss
Scrugham, home agent, reviewed
"In Time of Crisis," for the minor
lesson.
The social hour was spent with
* shower for Mrs. Eli Peters,
whose home recently was de-
stroyed by fire. The club ad-
journed to have a garden tour
June 5.
The hostess served refresh-
ments to members and guests as
MolOrcycle Lochinvar .Lo.sesfriendship News
The Princeton Leader, Princeton, KY.
Sudekom Praised By
Tennessee Assembly
John West, Stanford university Golden Gloves boxing cham-
pion, (left) arrived in Kansas City, Mo., and later pretty Mary
Helen Linger announced their plans to be married. The 1,500-mile
romantic jaunt by Earl Lee Archer, University of Arkansas sopho-
more, from the Kentucky Derby to Kansas City—a jaunt inspired
by Miss Linger's blonde attractiveness—was a closed, if not for-
gotten, incident, the engaged couple (above) agreed. (AP Telemat)
Local Police, Sheriffs




years so quietly that only a few
hints leaked out, Federal Bureau
of Investigation Director J. Edgar
Hoover has completed his "FBI
Law Enforcement Officers Mobi-
lization Plan for National De-
fense."
Hoover emphasizes it is not "a
national police force." It actualle
is a far more widely-flung law
enforcement agency than the na-
tional government could hope to
maintain alone. It ties nearly 4,-
300 cooperating police agencies in
towns, counties and states to a
network coordinated by the FBI.
This means that countless thou-
sands of police officers, sheriffs
and their deputies, detectives and
government agents now are
working, with FBI methods and
under FBI guidance, to clear the
entire defense setup of saboteurs,
spies and fifth columnists.
It means that the FBI's 17,000,-
000 fingerprint cards, its techni-
cal laboratory with more than
100 crime scientists, its knowl-
edge of modern sabotage methods
learned on the ground in coun-
tries now at war, and its vast
reservoir of criminal information
will be available to all these
agencies in their concerned ef-
forts against enemies of our de-
fense plans and plants.
Back in September, 1939, Pres-
follows: Mesdames Ira Lax, Jesse
Phelps, Harold McGowan, W. P.
Oldham, Davis, Misses Nancy
Scraigham, Rachel Phelps, Martha
Lee and Lilly Pearl Lax.
NOTICE...!
Last Day To 1114.4i1STElt
JUNE 3, 1941
The regintrittion- books close on Tuesday, the 3rd
of June, 1941, and if you are not legally registered you
should go to the County Court Clerk's Office and regis-
ter on or before that date in order to qualify to vote
in the Primary Election to be held on Saturday, August
2, 1141_
For convenience of the voters the County Court
Clerk's Office will remain open each evening, beginning
Friday, May 23, from 6:30 p.m. until 9:00 p.m. (later
if necessary') until the registration books are closed ,
as required by law 12:00 o'clock midnight, June 3.
Philip Stevens,
County Court Clerk. •
ident Roosevelt asked the FBI to
take charge of all investigation
"relating to espionage, sabotage,
and violation of the neutrality
regulations."
-This task," said the President,
"must be conducted in a compre-
hensive and effective manner on
a national basis, and all informa-
tion must be sifted out and corre-
lated • .
Using this order as his spring-'
board, Director Hoover and aides
went to work. The plan they
evolved is simple.
Through its fingerprint assem-
bling system, its Uniform Crime
Reports (a quarterly survey of
crime throughout the nation); its
National Police School (a con-
centrated "colle e" of criminol-
ogy here in Washington which
has graduated 553 members of
police agencies and sent them
back to their cities or states to
teach FBI methods); and its crim-
inological laboratory (which han-
dles about 5,000 cases a year for
police agencies—free of charge),
the FBI already was in contact
with thousands of police agencies.
The FBI has 54 bureaus in the
United States. Using these as
nuclei for the greater network,
state or sectional conferences
were set up, attended by officials
from the police agencies who sig-
nified willingness to cooperate."
Take Oath
The first thing these police of-
ficials must do is take an oath,
which, without calling for any
allegiance which would interfere
with their obligations locally,
ends on this note: "I will con-
stantly frie to'ctitiperate in the
safeguarding of our internal se-
curity and in the defense of the
nation."
This is "the tie that binds" and
By Mrs. W. W. Cartwright
Ohs Wood and two children
have whooping cough.
J. T. White and daughter, Mary
Lou were visiting in Dawson
Springs last Saturday.
: Mrs. M. C. Cartwright was a
visitor in Dawson Springs last
Saturday. '
Aston Dillingham has been en-
rolled in CC Camp and is located
at present in Princeton.
Homer :Cotton and wife of
Piney Greve were guests of J. T.
In this community last Friday
afternoon. •
White and 'family recently.
Joe Cummins, Princeton, was
C. F. Di/Ailey and son, Ralph, 
grounds at NewCastle. Plantings do without. Demonstra
common barber- in daily diets.
went to Princeton 
buy shrubs for the courthouse families use canned
Henry county contributed $3 to
included hemlocks, junipers, Jap- given in the need and u








president of the Crescent - ry and Scotch pine.
Mrs. E. C. Word and daughter, 
meis Co., Nashville, was recently ,
by the Tennessee Legis-
p u r c li a sod the Rambouillet- I sorghum molasses. A
Farmers in Carlisle county who', organized to producehonored
mJuonned,avy teisaitredrnMoorsi;. C. F. Burkley lature. A resolution was intro-
4
Hampshire cross ewes reported acres of cane will he
Herman Croft suffered a severe by the
i Dn a tvhi ed 5 oHno usc oe una tnyd
dSeelengaate 
they lambed,
-! about three weeks
scratched and bruised when the 
ed by Gov. "native" ewes.neck injury and was otherwise tion and was sign 
in an 
Dr. Stevenson, Princeton, collided 
Prentice Cooper. Speaker of the 
last week.
of the Senate Bien R. Maxwell,'
1
car in which he was riding with House John Ed O'Dell, Speaker
with a car driven by Dr. Barber and Secretary of State Joe C.
reported seriously injured 
' Carr, in which Mr. Sudekum was
I praised for his activity in fur-I
Mrs. Marvin Woosley who was
In-
automobile wreck in Detroit last •
nishing free pictures for the 
mates of Tennessee institutions,
The Bible Appears
III 12 More Tongues
New York (A1.--The Bible was
published in 12 new languages, of garden seeds Twie
number of tongues in which some
part of the scripture has been
printed.
The American Bible Society
said the languages were Zuni
(New Mexico) Indian, and dia-
lects of Africa, Burma, Palestine
and Ecuador. 
Thursday, May 2!)
week is improving and has been
removed from the hospital to her
'home. Mrs. Woosley is the moth-
er of Mrs. Lloyd Dden of this
place.
Howard Pickering and wife and
TONY SUDEKUM
for the past 25 years, without
cost to the State of Tennessee.
Mt. Sudekum has numerous
friends in Princeton. where he
occasionally visits the Capitol
Theater, one of his favorite movie
Mrs. G. W. Hardwick and son, houses and rated among the best
Floyd, Scottsburg, were through such theaters in Kentucky.
this community Friday en route
to Hopkinsville.
Marion Prowell and family
have moved to Paducah.
R. B. Cook has gone to Padu-
cah to work.
Lloyd Oden of this place, who
has been working on Charleston,
Ind. plant for the last six months
has returned home. Kentucky, July 21-25. The pro-
Miss Elizabeth Orange who has grams will be built around the
been visiting relatives in Nash- production and conservation of
ville, Tenn., for the past month, food, with emphasis on bigger
Conservation Camps
For Negro 4-'H'ers
has returned to her home.
Uncle Joe Dunning has been
quite ill at his home for the last
few days.
Mrs. Joe Dunning who sus-
tained a broken leg in a fall at
her home last Friday night is re-
ported doing nicely at the Jennie
Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsville.
D. C. and Dempsey Wright of
Crider are spending a week with





shoes are the latest rage with
women in Finland.
In popularizing the new fa-
shion, shoe merchants cooperated
with the government in trying to
conserve the national leather sup-
ply, which has run low since the,
outbreak of war and is now
strictly rationed. During the
spring thaw, the quaint footwear,
consisting of native thin leather
tops and wooden heels and soles,
reached their height of popularity
because of the superior protec-
tion afforded by the high-wooden
bottoms against melting snow.
in the first quarter of 1941 it
bound 8,357 police officials (and t
consequently the forces working
under them) into the FBI's mo-
bilization plan.
MRS. ROBERTS REGAINS
24 LBS. ON RETONGA
"I Hardly Remember Ever
Eating, Sleeping Or Feeling
Better Than Now." De-
clares Well Known Trenton
Resident. Discusses Case.
"I feel so splendid that if I rec-
ommended Retonga every day in
the year I could not do this grand
justice," declares Mrs. B. L. Rob-
erts, for forty years a well known
esident of Route 1, Trenton, Ky.,
Continuing, Mrs. Roberts states:
"Even the toast and coffee I ate
would sour in my stomach and
cause so much gas that at times
I could scarcely breathe. My
bowels seemed to stay full of
toxic wastes and I suffered withj
severe pains in my muscles.
Dizzy, splitting headaches often1
robbed me of needed sleep and!
I sometimes felt so nervous
could hardly contain myself. Aft-
er many months of this suffering
I looked like skin and bones.
"Retonga promptly relieved my
distress, and I was soon eating so
well that I had regained ten
pounds. Constipation, headaches
and nervousness were also soon,'
relieved. That was about a year!
MRS. B. L. ROBERTS
ago, and I have continued to take
a bottle or two of Retonga occia-
atonally since then, and now I
have regained twenty-four
pounds and I hardly remember
ever eating, sleeping, or feeling
better or stronger. Retonga has
also helped my son, and we feel
that we can never praise this
grand medicine enough."
Retonga is a purely herbal
stomachic medicine, combined
with Vitamin B-1, for digestion.I
nerves and strength. Retonga I
may be obtained at Dawson','
Drug Store.—Adv.
Two conservation camps for
Negro 4-H Club members—one
for girls and another for boys—
will be held in Christian county,
and better gardens, more fruit,
and larger production and use of
dairy and poultry products and
other foods. Instructors will in-
clude the two Negro county home
demonstration agents and the
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THE PADUCAH
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Queen's Ball Roof Hotel Cobb
And Many Other Attractions.
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The piano pupils of Bernice
McCaslin Davis will be presented
In a recital at the George Coon
Library, Thursday evening, May
29, at 7:30 o'clock. About twenty
pupils will take part in the pro-
gram. The public is cordially in-
vited.
Miss Wood Elected
To Ivy Queen's Court
Christine Wood, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wood, elected
by popular vote of the junior
class at Stephens College, Colum-
bia, Mo., will serve as a member
of the Ivy Queen's court in the
traditional commencement fete at
the college. She will hold her
place in the court during 1941-42.
Miss Wood will return to her




The Eddyville Bridge Club held
its regular bi-weekly meeting
Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
McKinney _Mallory on Hopkins-
ville street. A delicious salad
course was served preceding the
games in which Mrs. G. M. Ped-
ley was high scorer, Mrs. C. C.
Bishop, second, and Mrs. R. S.
Mason, traveling prize. Those
present included Mrs. Eades Col-
lier, Kuttawa; Mrs. R. S. Mason,
Mrs. Howard Day and Mrs. C. C.
Bishop, Eddyville: Mrs. Leonard
Klaprath, Mrs. C. J. Bishop and
Mrs. G. M. Pedley, Princeton.
Merry Maids Meet
With Mrs. Pettit
The Merry Maids held their
regular bi-monthly meeting at
Mrs. George Pettit's home Tues-
day night.
Those present included Misses
Soretone is an excell
ent rem-
edy for athletes f
oot and in
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lathers freely in hard water
• . . leaves the face smooth,
soft without a soapy effect.
. This week with each tube 
of cream, a gen-
erous sample of Tawn (a new sens
ational shaving
lather) and a package of 5 very, very 
thin blades ...
All for 25 cents ... Large tubes,
39 cents with blades and lather.
McKesson's Aspirins ...




water and will not 
de-
press the heart.
To See Son Graduate
Completing a 1,115-mile flight train Lexington, Ky., Mrs.
Greenwood 0. Cocanougher was greeted by her son. Flying Cadet
Archie Roberts, Jr., as she landed at Brooks Field, San Antonio,
Texas, Tuesday. She made the flight to see her son graduate and
reeve his wings Thursday. (AP Photo from U. S. Arniy Air Corps)
Elizabeth Stevens, Katherine Re-1 Evitorn Club Has
vii. Allison Hearne, Dixie Mae
Harris, and Mable Johnston. Regular Meeting
Personals
Miss Lucille Clift, Hazelwood
Sanitarium, Louisville, is visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Chit, near Fredonia, this week.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Orange
are visiting Mr. Orange's father,
M. L. Orange, here this week.
Charlie McGough and family
were visitors in Dawson Springs
Sunday.
• • •
Mrs. John 0. Reid, Lexington,
is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter S. Rogers on Madi-
sonville street.
• •• •
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Beckner have
moved to their new home on East
Court Square.
• • •
Herman Mitchell, Sanford Mur-
phy, Tommy McGregor, Jimmy
Richardson, Jakie Oliver and J.
C. Martin were in Louisville last Bu
rkholder. Net. 0, Itiais.
week-end. 
• • •
• • • "Mrs. Robert R. Poston is the
Mrs. Luke Morgan and clausal-. gues
t of relatives here en route
ter, Dorothy, have gone to Lou-I h
ome to Louisville after spend-I
isville to Eve, where Mr. Moi gan ing 
graduating exercises of thel
is employed at the Du Pont Man- cl
ass in Nurses' Training, Dallas!
ufacturing Company. 
Methodist Hospital, where her
• • • daughter, Miss Jodelle Brannoc
k,
Mrs. Martha M. Downing has has 
concluded training.
•
The Evitom Club met Wednes-
day night at the home of Mimi
Mary Wilson Eldred for their
regular bi-monthly meeting.
Those present included Misses
Archie Dunning, Virginia Mor-
gan, Robbie Lou and Ruth Hob-
good, Dixie Mae Harris, Clm In-
gram, Gene Cash, Kathryn Hob-
good. Elizabeth Soper, Mrs. Rob-
ert Gayle Pettit. Jr., and Mrs.
Harold McGowan.
returned from a visit to her
daughter, Mrs. Clarence McElroy,
and Mr. McElroy, at Morganfield.
• • •
Mrs. Lena Leech, of Rumsey,
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Doiph Leech hen e over the week-
end.
• • •
/Rev. Dr. W. L. Baker, pastor of
Ogden Memorial Methodist
Church. is improving after a few
days' indisposition.
• • •
Mrs. J. R. Burkholder is a guest
in the home of her son, Frank
TONIGHT
FRIDAY
SPE(7IAL MEMORIAL DAY MATIN
EE at 1:00 and 3:30 p.m.
LIONEL BARRYMORE
LARAINE RONAID
DAY • REAGANn„,,,kd I,, RiCHAPO 1110101








Sewing Room To Be
Established Here
A sewing room for "Bundles
For Britain" will be established
In the Central Presbyterian
Church Annex with Miss Cleo
Ingram as supervisor soon, or-
ganization leaders said Wednes-
day. Date of opening and sched-
ule of working hours will be an-
nounced later they said. There is
an imperative need for hospital
garments, children's clothes, ref-
ugee clothing and children's sleep-
ing clothes and the organization
will supply as many as possible
through the sewing room and
similar porjects, it was announc-
ed. Yarn is being solicited by
Boy Scouts, leaders said. First
cash donation, a $25 check, was
by T. Russ Hill, Detroit, who de-
livered the commencement ad-
dress here May 14.
wmwoonweesiso r





Thomas Cayce and Carl Mur-
phy, winners of Caldwell counts
Farm Practice Demonstration
contest, went to Hopkinsville on
Wednesday, May 28, to take part
in the Pennyrile District Demon-
stration Contest which was held
in the Farm Bureau building a,
Hopkinsville. In this contest thi:
team placed first over team.
from Hopkins, Todd, Muhlenberg
and Christian counties. Judge of
this contest was E. E. Fish of the
State 4-H Department. '
These boys will go to Lexing-
ton on June 9 to take part in the
State Demonstration Contest and
as a reward for winning the dis-
trict contest, will receive their'
room and board free while in
Lexington.
Miss Catlett Is Member
Of Judson Chapel Choir
-I Miss Nancy Catlett, daughter of
• Mr. and Mrs. S. 0. Catlett and
student at Judson College, Mari-
on, Ala., is a member of the Col-
lege A Capella Chapel Choir that
has just concluded the year's se-
ries of tours and programs with ,
an appearance at Mobile, Ala.,
Miss Catlett sang in the alto di-
vision. She' will spend the sum-




(Continped front Page 1)
the Leader's new dress is that it
will save time for the reader, of-
fers aid in writing headlines
which carry quick, pithy mean-
ing, permits simplification and to
the point stream-lining.
In addition to new head-letter
and body type changes, the Lead-
er has new electrotypes of its,
principal standing heads for front'
page, editorial page, women's
page, and regularly conducted
special columns. These are in-
tended to harmonize with the
new Linotype dress, to eliminate
ill-fitting box headings, many

















logs, and other out-moded
methods.
The Leader has sought, in
changing its type dress, to im-
prove the newspaper in a funda-
mental respect. Lord Chesterflak‘
wrote: "Style is the Dress of
Thoughts"; which might well be
paraphrased: "Type is the Dress
of News." The Leader seeks ever
to improve itself, with the goal
of becoming Kentucky's best
small town newspaper.
Among those attending the fu-
neral of Mrs. Kennie Johnson
here last week were Mr. and Mrs.
Kimball Underwood and Mrs.




















Girls and glamour.., stars and
song and spectacle...in one
giant show that outshines the
famed wonders of "The Great
Ziegfeld" itself I
TUESDAY and W EDNESDAV
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By James J. Gilpin
Frankfort, May 117--Thousands
of impatient anglers are anxious-
ly waiting for midnight, Satur-
nay, May 31, when fishing again
is legal in all public waters in
Kentucky after a month's closed:
season to give fish opportunity to
spawn without being disturbed
by the angler's tempting baits.
Waters in every section of the'
State are reported clear hut due'
to serious lack of rainfall, streams
are very low and many of the
smaller creeks are practically
dry. Herrington Lake, according
to information received by the
Division of Game and Fish, is 13
feet below normal.
Dock owners along the lake say
water is so clear it is possible to
see eight and ten feet beneath the
surface. This condition, camp
owners say, will make fishing
best from midnight, Saturday.
May 31, to daybreak, Sunday,
June 1. During those hours when
darkness will hide fishermen
from the bass, new-lights and
other species of the finny tribes
that inhabit the 7 miles of the
lake, anglers will be able to use
live and artificial baits to make
their catches. But, as soon as
daylight approaches, fishermen
Will have to use cautious tactics,
and, in all'probability, fish will
be caught on artificial baits by
long casts.
Every person who anticipates
trying his or her luck at fishing
June 1, or thereafter, is urged to
procure fishing license in order to,
be on the right side of the law.'
Licenses may be had at the
clerk's office in the county seat of
every county.
The Division of Game and Fish
urges all fisheritilere to observe







Capital Stock Co. Insurance
is safe and reliable.
•
Over Penney's
Princeton, Ky. Phone 513
Lewis Knocked Through Ropes
The Princeton Leader, Princ ton, K 
Thurs,L i ,




With a short, hard left hand, Big Buddy Baer 
knocked Heavy-
weight Champion Joe Louis through the ropes for 
a count of four
in the first round of their title bout at Griffith 
Stadium, Washing-
ton, D. C. But Louis made the 17th successful 
defense of his title
when Baer was unable to come out for the sev
enth round. The
fight ended in confusion. with Baer's manager 
claiming the bout
and title because he charged, Louis had hit the 
huge Californian
after the cell sounded enaing the sixth round. (AP Tel
emat) training camps oikanized in New
present were Mr. and Mrs. How-
York a Home Legion to arrange
ard Pickering, Mrs. Tillie Picker-
entertainment for soldiers on
ing, Mr. and Mrs. Cobb Scott, Mr.
leave, and are recruiting contrib-
and Mrs. Herschel Phelps and
utions of cigarettes, magazines
son, Charles, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse a
nd books.
• • •
Phelps and daughters, Lora, Re-
gal and Rachel, and Heck and 
Mrs. Mignon Smith probably
Durward Scott.
has heard more phonograph rec-
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Ladd and 
ords than any other woman-
suns, Elwood, Donald, Charles,
more than a quarter of a million
Neil and Mike, visited in the 
in 13 years. She spends eight
home of Mrs. Ladd's father, Char-
hours a day testing them for de-
les French, Sunday afternoon.
fects at the RCA-Victor plant in
Other visitors in the French home 
Camden, N. J. Her pet hates are 
hrieking sopranos" and swing
Klon Pickering and daughter,
Sunda yincludei Mr. and Mrs.1 bands whose licks are too hot.
Klondeen; Mr. and Mrs. Frank' 
'
She says: If the Scots, heard
French and children, Houston and' 
Loch Lomond now they'd turn
Betty.
over in their graves. I do like
Betty Lou French returned Sat-
Lily Pons, but I like men better.
urday from Nashville where she
Gigli is my all-time favorite."
;
Lewistown News
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Redden and
children of Dawson visited Mr.
and Mrs. Monroe Powell Sunday
afternoon.
Whitt Darnell was in town
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin
spent Sunday near Crossroads.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Beshears at-
tended church at Crabtree Sun-
day.
Monroe Powell- and family at-
tended the all-day meeting at
Empire Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin
visited Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Scott
Sunday night.
Sandlick Road News
(By Mrs. T. A. Ladd)
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Phelps
' entertained a number of friends
at their home Friday night with






Dip Your Brush Into
Rainbow Hues
Mother Nature dips freely into her overflowing colors to
achieve her wondrous color plans. While we cannot get
her to "do over" our homes, we can adopt her methods
and use color freely and correctly.
Through our connection with Pittsburgh Studio of Creative
Design, we are prepared to offer a worthwhile decorative
service. Results will be long-lasting because of the super-
lative quality of Pittsburgh Paints: Sun-Proof House Munn
Wallhide Wall Paints-Flat, Semi-Gloss, Gloss; Florhide
Floor Paint; and Waterspar Enamel and Varnish.
May we he of service?
WM-WIDE. Walls and ceil- FEORIIIDE. Gives a sturdy,
ings take on 01011Poe wear-resisting
new silife with ,r- -----.,„:7-..:'.1 luster to painted
this wonderful ,ww.--",... floors. Dries in
finish of long I ...^.1.0iir,f almost no time.
lasting beauty. Easy to apply.
Per 
 80 PerQuail • ,-_______J Peace 1.05






Travis }tannin, Hollywood de
signer, estimates that the average
woman movie star is 12 pounds
heavier now than in 1935 . . .
Helen Jacobs, America's No. 1
amateur girl tennis player, has
designed a new sports clothes
collection including white tennis
togs, ice cream colored slacks
and bright wool mess jackets ...
Carmen Miranda, tiny Brazilian
chanteuse, wears platform soles
three inches thick to give her
height for her movie roles . . .
Minna McLeod Beck of Atlanta
sprays original colored designs on
hangings and bedspreads with an
air brush . . . Helene Pons, New
York designer (who was born a
Russian, married a Frenchman
and is now a naturalized Ameri-
can citizen), wears a copper
necklace which spells out "I am
an American."
• • •
Kansas City business and pro-
fessional women are raising funds
for -a mobile kitchen to be sent
to Britain by selling candy and
preserves ... Mary Anderson, di-
rector of the women's bureau of
the U. S. Department of Labor,
suggests that women's defense
programs should give training in
efficient methods of lifting and
carrying because she thinks that
women soon will be employed on
heavier factory processes in de-
fense production ... Fifteen hun-
dred women rela 'yes of boys in
• • •
Herschel Phelps, suffered a brok- Mrs. Bertha Jenkins has given
en erm Sunday. a new twist to the "Necessity is
Neil Ladd has recovered from , the mother of invention" theme
measles.
by making windbreakers out of
Mrs. George Hardrick and chid- old gloves and bags, for British
dren, Dorothy Mae and Floyd,' relief. Mrs. Jenkins, a New .Zea-
and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Pick-
lender, is national director of
i. ring went shopping in Hopkins-
, clothing and production for. the
ville one day last week. 
Maple Leaf Fund, with head-
The Scott-Taylor quartet was
quarters in New York. Under
heard over Station WHOP Sun-
e;irection workers cut up old
day.
gloves, bags and soft pillows of
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Taylor spent
all colors and leathers, pieee
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Earl .
. them together, patchwork-fashion
French.
and line them with wool to make
coats.
The Saga Of • • •
Film Fan Sage
• • •
has been a guest of her aunt, Mrs.]
Fannie Alexander.
Vera Zorina's new leather belt
I has tiny gold Greek warriors
Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Ladd and silhouetted in front . . . Ellen
Evelyn spent Sunday with their
daughter, Mrs. Bill Morse, Scotts- 
Ballon, the Canadian pianist, col-
burg. 
'
lects niiniatures ranging from
Mrs Earl Denham of Chicago 
sterling silver table service to a
. ' Tom Thumb zoo of glass animals.
is visiting Mr. and hers. Bud Scott I
this week. 
. . . Irene Dunn wears diamond
,
Charles, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
butterflies as •arclips.
, Cleveland (iP)- In the days
when Cleveland's first hottest-to I
goodness cinema palace consisted
of a row of kitchen chairs in a'
darkened'ehop, William de Looze
was a regular customer. As the
city's theaters increased, he fol-
lowed a pat system in order to
see every show. On Monday and
Tuesday he'd see three shows a
night and again on Thursday and
Friday when the bills changed.
In recent years, however, De
Looze has slowed down to three
t.n. four shows a week. "It's a
case of losing interest, he be-
lieves.
When a Child Needs
a Laxative!
Your child should like this tasty
liquid laxative and you should like
the gentle way it usually wakes up
youngster's lazy intestines when
given by the simple directions.
SYRUP OF BLACK-DRAUGHT
'-ontains the same principal ingre-
tient which has enabled its older
mother RLACK-DRAUGHT to give
io many users such satisfying Fe-
lef for so many years!
Perhaps that's why it usually
rives a child such refreshing' relief
when the familiar symptoms indl-
-ate • laxative is needed.
SYRUP OF BLACK-DRAUGHT
comes in 2 sizes. The Introductory
siz• is 26o; the economy sise is 60e.
Melvin Price, an employe of a 
dairy, and "Jiggs," a watch dog, both landed in
a scuffle in Peoria, Ill., in which
 "Jiggs" bit Price and Price bit "Jiggs."
 Price is cared sre
by Nurse Betty Adams in St. Fr
ancis hospital. "Jiggs" is in a veterinary hospital (API'
Mrs. Blaine Faber (the former
Josephine Johnson who gave up
the career of a New York debu-
tante Glamour Girl for marriage)
chose these things for her trous-
seau: Orange crepe dinner cos-
tume with a jacket lined with
lemon yellow crepe, and a long
peacock blue sash . gray crepe
afternoon frock printed in yel-
low, orange and white tulips,
topped with a gray coat . . . rose
and plum printed frock paited
with a plum coat.
Helen Jepson collects old oil
lamps ... Dora Magnussen makes
her living by buying furs on an
island in Lake Superior ... Some
fadding New Yorkers are taking
snuff . . . Lily Pons is teaching
her Panama parrot Pop-Eye to
sing "The Star Spangled Banner."
tttttttttt win111.1. ttttt OtOrrlinOimItioliotootiosloiii
DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE
In Standard Old Line Com-
panies . . Safety for Your
Property and Peace of Mind
for Yourself.






Vichy (fP)-French soldiers who
won the Croix de Guerre ill 1939-
1940 will have to win it all over
again to the satisfaction of the
new regime.
All the war crosses issued by
liciAlticlhiweager ryesn
caiundetligobvy-
decree. Each case will be re-ex-
amined to see if the present ad-
ministration wishes to award a
substitute.
The new medals will be like
the cross of 1871, issued when
France lost another war to Ger-
many. Wearing of the 1939-40
cross will be illegal.
Beaten To Draw
Cheyenne, Wyo. (dP)-The draft
board looked and looked for Ed-
die Whitten, wondering if he was
not trying to delay service. Then
the board found him-right in
the army. He had enlisted two
months before, forgetting to tell
the draft officials about it.
Among The
County Agents
Several Boyle county farmers
are experimenting with vitamin
B-1 in growing tobacco plants.
Caldwell Oakes of Breathitt
county reports a profit of $48.21
from a flock of 357 hens last
month.
The Leslie County Farmers'
Cooperative distributed a carload
of certified potato seed to farmers
and 4-H Club members.
Poultry raising will be in-
creased by 30 percent in Fulton
county this year.
M. D. Gray of Gallatin county.'
has established a forest planting
of 400 white pine, 300 short leaf
pine and 300 locust.
A peach growers' organization
in Monroe county has 42 mem-
bers. Crops prospects are good.
Homemakers' Clubs in Bell
County hold an annual flower
exchange, where members ex- a-,-, orgurargoz-goigTrojErs,
change sh is , Mirr-eeds and as the county flower--
plants. 1 Food-for-defense p
Sediment tests of milk have holding the center di
been made at several meetings of among Homemakers'
Homemakers' Clubs in McLean Campbell county.
county.
The Advisory Council of the
Homemakers' Clubs in Grayson
county has adopted the petunia
In Oldham county,
era' Clubs reported in
in farnile•bealth as a
nutrition programs
"Pust, Luella! Take a tip front Servel..




hold word to more
1,600,000 Amen=
So is its continued low
ing cost ... freedom (ma
But when you pin wen
down to what they
most important about
Refrigerater... of enure




109 W. Court Square Phone 2
PiLECIPE for
SUMMER COMF9R
• It's no longer necessary to endure opp
sive heat on hot summer nights. Let 
Natu
help" air-condition" your home. How
? Situ
ply by taking advantage of the cool 
night sir
Install • Buffalo Breez-Air 
Cooling
in the attic. This large capacity, quiet 
fan
switched on after sundown. Quickly, 
efficient
ly it forces out the sizzling air which 
has ac
cumulated in the atti
c 511
throughout the house.
night air is drawn in 
throng
the windows below, 
bring
ing a comfortable 
breeze t
every room. Night 
swelter
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Columbia, Mo. VP)—Russell A
Thompson makes trout flys to
pay room and board at the Uni-
versity of Missouri. He learned I
the art at his father's tackle shop
In Roaring River State Park in I
the °Sarkis Last year he filled a I
aingle order for 300 dozen.
Livestock Breeders
cv
ned include growing and To Study Problems
.. ng vegetables and fruits, ---
Problems which farmers meet
in improving herds and flocks
will be discussed at a two-day:
livestock breeding school at the'
College of Agriculture of the I
,itsals. All these contrib- University of Kentucky June 9i
a better food supply for and 4. All dairymen, poultrymen!
plc of this and other na- and breeders of beef cattle, sheep, I
hogs and horses have been in-I
selecting 24 district demon- vited.
a teams to go to Junior One of the speakers will be Dr.
at the University of Ken- Jay Lush, noted authority on ani-
ilticky Boys And





of chickens, pigs, s
heep
•I cattle, dairying, 
growing
eer and feed crops, c
ontrol
t pests and livestock Wis-
es improved feeding of
June 9-14, it is estimated
000 trained teams went into
. Every one of the 120
ties in the State was repre-
. Practically every phase
trig and honwmaking, food
action and food preservation
covered in these demonstra-
e 4-H Club method of learn.
by actual practice on the
and in the farm home is
ing api.v,ximately 45,000
and girls in Kentucky this
They are learning the best
ads—getting a practical edu-
- without leaving their.
and with little or no ex-c
At the some time many of
are making money.
ith the Secretary of Agricul-
asking for increased produse-I
of certain foods. 4-H Clubj
and girls of Kentucky are!
riding In every community'
State.
mal breeding at Iowa State Col-
lege. Another will be F. W. At-1
keson of Kansas, official classify.I
Mg officer of the Holstein-Fries-
ian Association of America. 0th. ,
ers on the two-day program in-
elude William H. May, Kentucky'
Commissioner of Agriculture: D
Breeck, acting State veterinar.
ian, and members of the faculty
of the College of Agriculture.
The course represents an effort
of the College of Agriculture to
give stockmen the latest infor-
mation in the development of I
breeding programs, and in gen-
eral problems connected with
livestock linprovement.
During the two days Prof. At-
keson will classify the Holstein
herd at the E3c,periment Station.
Also, the Hereford and Shorthorn
herds at the Experiment Station
will be classified —something
never before attempted with beef
cattle herds.
If you believe that "Ice is Ice," no matter how it's
Pah, just make these simple tests:
Chip a piece of manufactured ice which has
been used to chill and purify the food in a PROG-
RESS or VITALAIRE ICE REFRIGERATOR.
Lei it melt in an empty glass with no water to
dilute it. Taste it! Smell it! You will be unable
to detect any foreign flavor — Not the slightest
or.
Mace some ice cubes which have been frozen
In hn other type refrigerator, where strongly flav-
ored foods have been kept cold. Let it melt in an





—because it does not Asa'*
food ranes and impurities int
the frecsing process. It drai
n*
them out of your refrigerates.
I,et us prove iti
V IT ALAI RE
for 5 days free
trial in your hour
The Princeton Leader, Princeton. K .
Jsed to identify Trees June Weddings
Will Share In 1941
Sentiment Boom
These Boy Scouts using the revised "Handbook for Boys,* with
a new cover by Norman Rockwell, are among the 900,000 Scouts
and Leaders in America who, since 1910, have found the volume
a friend and helpful partner. In 31 years, 6,900,000 copies WWI
been used. The revised edition also contains a color supplement
on the Flag Code, Scout Uniforms and Insignia, space for a ficouei
personal record of progress, and the Scout Oath and Law. Used
by Scouts and non-Scouts alike, the Handbook contains valuabk
material on first aid, camping, cooking, pioneering, health, safety
as well as many phases of nature study.
I — -
An Old, Old Hand
At Double Talk
I Seattle, Wash. (FP)—Mrs. Ray-
mond J. Evans' eyes were drawn
to a newspaper item which re-
ported:
"Twin girls were recently born
to the Warren Robinsons in Hol-
denville, Okla. Mrs. Robinson is
a twin, her grandmother a twin
and Robinson's uncle a twin."
"We are not greatly impressed.
My great aunt was the mother of
four pairs of twins, my mother
was a twin, my aunt had twins,
my two sisters are twins, one of
my sister is the mother of twin
girls, my brother is the father of
twins, and, last but not least, I
am the grandmother of twins.
"You will understand now why
we had to smile, and what
prompted us to write you this
note when we read the clipping."
Farmers In Logan
Expand Production
The Logan County Strawberry
Growers' Association distributed
189,000 strawberry plants to its
members this spring. In addition,
farmers of the county individual-
ly obtained about 100,000 plants,
County Agent John R. Watling-
ton estimates. Hatcheries at Rus-
sellville more than doubled their
output of chicks this spring.
Sheep production in Logan coun-
ty is being expanded, due in part
to satisfactory results obtained
from the use of northwestern
ewes. Caldwell Howlett reports
selling for 11/2 cents a pound 18
lambs that averaged 80 pounds
when 105 days old.
Paris (X)—Armor breastplates
and finely carved helmets whichouqr Napoleon took from Vienna and
IHIGHS
from Ambras Castle in Tyrol
have been returned from Paris te
Vienna.
Much of the collection repre-
sented finest . selections of Ger-
man armor design. Particularly
' prized was a splendidly decorated
war costume of Francis II of
France, who began his reign in
FIREVIIEF (415u5oe9. ha Maryyear asftuerarhteofhascloomt las rnrdi t
GASOLINE • Tooting Tips
• HIGH volatility to iv. Fr
om '41 Casey
you instant starts
Dalhart, Tex. (W)—The i's a
HIGH poweyrotuo ubroethezes knack in handling the whistlehills cord that keeps cattle out of the
HIGH anvtriZect.cs km too gtil vn.e s s way of fast trains, Engineer ArchSneed, a former cowboy, dis-
HIGH mileage to 
gisvieivings closes:
you"If you sound the whistle while
the cattle still are a mile away,"
he says, "they invariably will run
down or along the track and
there always is the probability
one will dart in front of the loco-
motive.
"On the other hand, if the cat-
tle are bunched alongside the
track, the thing to do is to get the
locomotive thoroughly under con-
trol, then wait until you are fair-
ly close.
"Sound the whistle abruptly.
As a rule the cattle then will bolt
directly away from the track."
moNEy WHEN YOUWANT IT
LOANS UP TO $300
Mall this ad or write letter for immediate eervit- . . .
Loess for all purposes . Absolute 
privacy . . . Write
tor ware Information... No o
bligation to borrow .
Name 
Address 
aowiseist you wish to borrow $ 
FINANCE CORP. OF KY.




The year 1941 will go down in
history as, among other things, a
time of great sentiment. A bloom
time for sentimental songs, senti-
mental clothes, and sentimental
weddings.
Sentimental June weddings are
likely to be a bit more expensive
than the casual kind, what with
lacy veils and diamond rings and
multiple bridesmaids, but nobody
seems to mind.
Of the 113,000 girls who get'
married each month, 84,000, or
about 75 percent, get engagement
rings.
The engagement ring isn't nec-
essarily expensive. A survey of I
jewelers shows that about half of
all engagement rings are priced
at $50 or less. Only once in five
years do the jewelers find a
bridegroom willing and able to
buy a $100,000 ring.
Wedding bands, too, are senti-
mental once again after about ten
years of severity in styling. New
ones, made of gold or platinum,
are elaborately carved and often
set with diamonds. Engagement
ring and wedding band often are
selected at the same time, in re-
lated styles — and usually the
bride helps with the selecting.
Wedding bouquet idea, evolved
by Emmett Holcombe: If the gift
from the bridegroom is a dia-
mond clip, have the clip attached
to a separate cluster of flowers in
the center of the bride's bouquet.
After the wedding the bride pulls
out cluster and clip for wear on
the lapel of her going-away cos-
tume, then tosses the rest of the
bouquet to the bridesmaids.
Don't serve spinach at a wed-
ding, because "greens are food
for pixies and forest sprites make
mischief at weddings."
This is one of many bridal su-
perstitions and stories gathered
by Claudia de Lys, who is com-
piling an encyclopedia of folk-
lore.
The wedding ring, she says, is
the symbol of eternity—a circle.
The diamond was first used in
the betrothal ring because its
mysterious sparkle was thought
to be the fire of love. Also, the
diamond never wears out.
In Icelan d, the bridegroom
thrusts his hand through a large
ring when he takes his bride's
hand at the altar.
The first use of orange blos-
Faith Margaret Bennett, wife
of Charles Bennett, screen writer,
waits for the departure from New
York of the Dixie Clipper, on
which she started a trip to her
native England. She's to become
a pilot in the Air Transport Aux-
iliary—ferrying planes from fac-
tories to RAF fields. Mrs. Ben-
nett has been a pilot for six years
and holds U. S., English and Mex-
ican flying licenses. (AP Telemat)
Smoke Carefully, Please
New York (ili—Safe smoking
helps to .make safe driving, ac-
cording to the National Board of
Fire Underwriters. To be a safe
smoker, says the board, you
should never (1) use a match to
light up; (2) smoke while your
car is being filled up with gaso-
line, and (3) throw cigarette
butts, cigar ends, or pipe ashes
on the road.
Ride On Corn
Buenos Aires 01—The Nation-
al Railway Board has advised all
rail opetators in Argentina to
burn a mixture of 80 percent coal
to 40 percent corn to meet two
serious economic problems. One
is the shortage of coal, usually
bought in Great Britain, and the
other the enormous carryover
and overproduction of corn with
no visible markets aboard.
soms for the bride was in Persia,
as a symbol of fertility, because







Summer's a time for whimsy in
clothes. The sunshine undermines
conservatiori, nets you off on a
path of gay experiment.
You try a, lacey bowknot in
your hair, you stick your dancing
feet into pink ballet slippers, you
consider a bare midriff evening
froek.
Stylists encourage your reek.
less mood with challenging nevi
colors, original accessories, heist
swishy lines in sheer summery
fabrics.
In the daytime you'll need tO
keep your feet on the ground,
more or less, by way of a good
basic suit in some cool fabric—.
cotton, rayon or shantung. But
from there on you can indulge
in all the sparkle you like.
How about accessories in shock•
ing pink shantung? Wouldn't
they do your soul good for wear
with a nice little tailored beige
suit?
All - white accessories alwayil
hold their own for their daisy'
freshness. You might gather up it
flock of washables—off-the-facia
hat of starched white piquet
white octton fringed bag, whitel
cotton opera pumps, white gloved
with fringed cuffs, and puffse
white cotton rope necklace and
bracelet.
gweaters are copying the deeps
V famour-girl neckline that had
piwved so popular in blouses.
Do you like the look of starch-
ed white crochet? you can Mid
It in sailor hats, dress pumpis
short gloves.
The foreign book, for your lei-
sure time, is achieved with yards
Orliright pique or denim or ca-
lico gathered to a snug waistline)
plus a matching peasant blouse*,
or a lingerie blouse with a deed
square neckline. This promises td
be summer's playtime uniform—.
short or long, for day or evening.
One full-skirted dress is made
with three pleated tiers, reaching
the ground. The last tier corned
off to make a daytime dress.





have ordered the release of all
natives of India detained in civil
Internment camps for Britiribt
subjects in occupied France. The
gesture, it was emphasized here,
was "an additional sign of Oers
many's friendship and sympathy
for India."
I. BETTER IRONING—The new automatic iron maintains prop-
er temperature for each fabric. Improved ironing is assuxed
by its tapered toe and beveled edges.
2. EASIER IRONING—Fewer strokes are required because of
larger ironing surface. Balanced design ,,,,kes :roning less
tiring. Cooler ironing is assured by the well-insulated handle.
3. ECONOMICAL IRONING—Automatic :,,en.4 control prevents
overheating and heat waste. It provides fast. P`. m heat for
every ironing job. it makes the iron safer to us_ _Ind insures
more years of trouble-free service.
AUTOMATIC IRONS as low as $4.95










Pretty Blonde to Rep-
resent County At W.
Kentucky Strawber-
ry Festival
Miss Loretta A,shley, pretty
16-year-old blonde, is Caldwell
aounty's Strawberry Queen.
Tabulation of ballots clipped
from this and other newspapers
published in this county, and
from the Paducah Sun-Democrat,
revealed Miss Ashley won by
124,100 votes, Tuesday morning.
In the voting which came to a
close Monday, Miss Ashley was
followed by Miss Anna Louise
Bryant, pretty Butler High School
junior, who compiled a total of
370,900. Miss Margaret Wylie was
third with 290,900 votes.
Miss Ashley is the daughter of
Mrs. Blain Ashley of Princeton.
As this county's Strawberry
Queen, Miss Ashley will repre-
sent the county at the sixth an-
nual Western Kentucky Straw-
berry Festival in Paducah Thurs-
day, Friday and Saturday, June
5, 6 and 7, as the guest of this
county's newspapers and the Sun-
bemocrat.
Announcement of the final ta-
bulation of votes cast by the
Queen candidates in this county
was made by the County Exten-I
sion .office, which cooperated in!
sponsoring the contest.
Miss Ashley is 16 and a junior.
at Butler High School next yeari
She was member of the Butler:
,Higla-School band in the role of
flag carrier. She is an outstand-!
hes student •and popular in Prince-!
ton.
Miss Ashley will compete with
nearly a score of other county
queens at the Pachicah festival
for the title of Festival Queen,
and the honor of reigning over
the three-day festival. The Fal-
tival Queen also will receive al
$50 cash award.
Beneath the flags of the Am rican republics in the East room of the White House, President
Rooeevelt in a radio address to th • world proclaimed an "unlimited national emergency." In right
foreground, back to camera, is Mrs. Roosevelt. Adjusting a flag behind Mr. Roosevelt is bodyguard
Tom Qualters. In his address the President said "Our patrols are helping now to insure delivery
of the needed supplies to Britain. All additional measures necessary to deliver the goods will betaken." 
(Associated Press Telemat)
  --oproperly proven by said estate. Athletic Association night. Directors chosen for this
year were William Larkin, Joe
Cummins, George Stevens and
the three officials.
of stockholders last Thursday
• •
The levee syptem of the Missis-have greater tensile strength than' tary-treasiver of the Princeton ippi is some 500 miles longer thansteel. Athletic Association at a meeting! the Great Wall of China.
Calchvell Youth
Wins 4-H Club Trip
ts.
Albert G. Hartigan
Albert G. Hartigan, 19-year-old
Caldwell county 4-H Club mem-
ber and son of Mr. and Mrs. H. J.
Hartigan, who lives about 8 miles
from Princeton on Route 3, was
among eight southern sectional
winners in the 1940 national farm,
home and crop enterprise, an-
nounced at a meeting in Lexing-
ton last week-end. Young Harti-
gan was one of two from Ken-
tucky to Win all-expense trips to
Chicago, for farm record and
home accounting achievement, to
attend the National Farm-Home
Convention.
Hartigan was announced win-
ner of the farm record division
by State club leader, J. W. White-
house, last Friday. Miss Sylvia
Morgan, LaGrange, was winner
in the division of home accounts.
Young Hartigan, who lives on
his father's 95-acre farm near
the Princeton Flying Field, has
been a 4-H Club member 13 years,
specializing in growing corn and
tobacco. He completed eight proj-
ects, total value of which Was $1,-
185.73. He was graduated from
Cobb High School last year.
"Altho, I have kept records on
farm accounts for only two years,
I can easily see their value, and
I will continue to keep such rec-
ords as long as I farm," Hartigan
said when informed of the award
last week.
New York's 11,000 firemen






try List Moves Show
Date To Tuesday,
June 10
Because of a much greater than
expected entry list, Princeton's
first annual Lamb Show and Sale,'
first event of its kind ever of-
fered in this area, will be held!
Tuesday, June 10, instead of Mon-
day, June 9, County Agent J. F.
Graham said this week.
Monday is regular livestock
sales day at the Princeton Live-
Stock Company, he said, and ac-
tivity there limits space too much
for holding the show and sale the
same day. In the last few days,
Mr. Graham said, entries rose
sharply, necessitating separate
presentation of the event.
Cooperating organizations mak-
ing the show possible have also
been added to, Graham said, and
the list now includes Caldwell
County Farm Bureau, Kiwanis
Club, Rotary Club, Commercial
Club, Tobacco Festival Corpora-
tion and the Princeton Livestock
Company.
Prize list was revised along
with the date, changing and entry
enlargment and will stand as
follows:
1. Choice Lambs: All choice
lambs will have added to the sale
price 50c a hundred.
2. Single Class: 1st, $10.00; 2nd,
8.00; 3rd, 7.00; 4th, 6.00; 5th, 5.00;
8th, 5.00; '7th, 5.00; 8th, 4.00; 9th,,
4.00; 10th, 4.00; 11th, 3.00; 12th,1
3.00; 13th, 3.00; 14th, 3.00; 15th,;
3.00; 16th, 2.00; 17th, 2.00; 18th,!
2.00; 19th, 2.00; 20th, 2.00.
Executor's Notice
All persons knowing themselves
indebted to the estate of the late 3t
William Standard, will please Fred R. Pickering was electedGlass manufacturers are pro-come forward and settle same be- .1 president, J. H. Eaker, vice press-
fore July 1st, 1941. , clueing cables which they contend: dent, and Harvey Moore, secre-
Any one having claims against






This Is Definite Proof That
Refrigerators
Will Be Much Harder To Get And Considerably
Higher In Price!
L11640 - $109.95 - 6 cu. ft. size
L11641 - *124.95 - 6 Cu. ft. size
1111741 - $189.95 - 7 Cu. ft. size
Easy Payment Plan May Be Had
On All Models







Dr. C. F. Ertgellask
known Princeton b •
has been elected to seed
bacco Festival Corpo
presentation of the Nth
fete here August 28, 28
Board of directors, ineetel
Caldwell county courth
elected T. J. Sininiona,
of the Capitol Theater
year's Festival leader, v•
dent, and Dr. F. T. Lintoo,
tary-treasurer.
Dr. Engelhardt said
plans for the annual cele
which originated here ir
going forward at a rap:
Neighboring towns, inclu
Mon, Dawson Springs, .
villa, Hopkinsville, Maye
ducah and others, have
vited to select queens an
entries for the festival in
two months.
The Festival will incl
tically the same features
the last 5 years, Dr.
said, but the time has
ened from five days to
Celebration begins Thu
ends Saturday night. U
tractions are steed t at
lades, athletic events, a;
displays, livestock shows,
great number of similiar
An outside show by pro
actors will be offered
during the Festival, Dr.
hardt said.
A board of advisors
formed from local and n
ing businessmen, offici
civic leaders to aid in







cc Monday with Cir-
F S Bailey presid-
et was unusually
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iris and usual rou-
nd the sentencing of
Walter Howton and
pleaded guilty to a
and were fined
Americans spend mo
$600,000,000 a year for
long.
inic Time Is Here
•
The Red Front Stores are chucked full of everything for these happy gatherinAll kinds of cheese, canned luncheon meats, potato salad, potato sticks, cold dripaper cups, paper plates, paper napkins, etc., everything to make your Holiday cplete. More for your Money all the time.
Chocolate Chews ""L!`; 19c
The Toll Gate Cookie
Orange
5 Marshmallow
Spiced Cookies SI:tgm:r Lill 2k
Olives " CAN 19c
Pineapple Gems Tpactille.an 1 OC
Cucumber Chips 
Lyn JAR 10c
Potato Salad Frank's CAN 10c
Peanut Butter 2k
Better Meat Values
Mutton Roast E're"arlier, 8 '3c
(Hindquarter, lb. 11 iec)
Frankfurters LH 15c
Boiled Ham 111 45c
Chicken Loaf Be" Gradlen 19c
Brook's ChillBeans Hot Brown
Tomato Catsup




Fresh Fruit & Vegetables
GREEN BEANS 1.81
POTATOES 
Ni'*s 10 Pouna 1
GRAPEFRUIT
BANANAS =et "" "
Nice hire
EACH
• Bananas, oranges, grapefruit, fresh tomatoes, cucumbers, cabbage, new Pot4:̀
green beans, green peas, cauliflower, egg plant, bell peppers, head and leaf lett
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Sam G. Cash, Texil
Leslie Eison. Petit:
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